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Some members of the Durham Women's Club sometime during the
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NH
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Dedication
e are pleased to dedicate the
year, the

1995 Town Report

Durham Women's Club

Durham Women's

to the

disbanded after almost 100 years of "Working for Others".

September 1996 marks 100 years since the establishment of the
planning

to celebrate the

Club. In July of this

many accomplishments

and

club,

the remaining

members are

of this commendable organization.

Women's Club of Durham was founded by Mrs. Charles Murkland (wife of the then presiHampshire College) and Mrs. Charles Pettee. Mrs. Murkland held the club's first meeting at her own home
In 1896, the

dent of New

and was duly

elected president

by those present.

It

was decided that the club would

consist of several groups or depart-

and

ments. These included: Art, Literature, Civics, Needlework, Music, Current Events,

later the addition

Mothercraft group. Since then, the club has been instrumental in undertaking numerous projects

and

of a

events for the bet-

terment of the community, including:
fc==^

$300

restoration of the

Old General Sullivan

burial plot.
t**^

Restoration projects for the

- where most
piping water
toilet,

Community Church
- including

club meetings were held
to the

church and installing the first

and
and dining room.

the installation of electric lights in the

kitchen

Establishment of the Hostess House which was
used to provide entertainment for troops stationed

ts*^'

in

Durham

t*^'
t==>

the
t=*^

War I.

during World

Fostered Children's Gardens in 1928-29.

Donated a

Durham

historical

Restoration of the

at the

mural for the new lobby of

Post Office in 1959-60.

Durham

Woodman

Garrison Hearthstone

Garrison Middle School.

In addition, the club generously gave gifts to the

church community house such as furnishings for the

two

ladies parlor, dishes for the kitchen, a silk flag,
silver tea services, linens,

Communion

card tables

service plate.

cookies for the

USO

These

and a

women

silver

also

made

entertainment center at

Portsmouth during the war years of 1941-45, as well
as

making surgical

Cross

and

It is

it

h ...i)it.\ it no

-i

l^4ii:i,

,\,\7'

viui

ilin

to.

I':)'^-}).

and

kit

bags for the Red

soldiers.

because of these commendable projects

actions that
ABo\t
Durham V/omi\\
Photo: Courtesy of The Durham Women's Club and Historical Assocution.
Bottom Photo: Courtesy of the Transcript
i

dressings

both past

we

dedicate the 1995

and present

Town

and

report to

members of the Durham

Women's Club. Their sincere dedication and 100
years of selfless service to the

community are

note-

worthy attributes that have become virtually extinct
in today's society.
Adapted from

article written

by Mrs. Charlotte Chase that appeared

in July 13,

1995 edition of the Transcript newspaper.

1995 Annual Report

In

Memorium

Town of Durham
make the community

In 1995, the

and

efforts to

lost

two long-time residents

a better place in

these citizens for their years of devotion

and

which

who

to live.

volunteered their time

We extend our appreciation to

active participation in

Town government.

Dwight Ladd
Interim

Town Administrator

Durham/UNH Advisory Committee
Planning Board

Member

Malcolm Neuhoff
Zoning Board of Adjustment Chairman
Budget Committee
Planning Board
Conservation Commission

In 1994,

of

Durham

Durham.

lost

We would

another valued resident

like to

who

devoted her

extend our appreciation to her for her

Jananna M. McNitt

L
Tov«M OF

Durham

life

to the betterment

many

contributions.
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In Appreciation
7n

May of this

(DARE) Program

year Durham's

into the Oyster River

Police Chief,

School system which

Paul W. Gowen

educates children on

retired after twenty

the dangers of using

years of service to the

drugs and alcohol. In

Town, and more than

addition, Chief

forty years in the field

Gowen was actively

of law enforcement.

involved as the

Prior to working in

Special Olympics

Durham, Chief
Gowen served in

Director from 19861993. Chief Gowen

the

US Army Military

was

Paul W. Gowen

Police from 1954 until

Durham

1963. After leaving
the

eral professional affil-

Police Chief

August 1979

Army he became

to

May

iations including

1995
President of the

employed as a Police

Hampshire

Officer for the City of Rochester.

served in this capacity until 1975

came

to

also active in sev-

New

Police

He

Chief 's Association from 1994-95, Vice

when he

President of the

work for the Town of Durham as

New Hampshire

Criminal

Investigation Association, Past President of

County Law Enforcement

a Police Sergeant. In fune of 1979, after

the Strafford

the death of Police Chief Raymond

Association, Past President of the Rochester

Burrows, Chief Gowen became the Acting

Police Benevolent Association, Executive

Police Chief
until

He served

in this position

August 1979 when he eventually

became Durham's Chief of Police.
While serving the

citizens

of Durham,

Board Member of the New England Chiefs
and active member of the

Association

International Chiefs of Police Association.

Chief Gowen's dedication and loyalty

Police Chief Gowen provided quality police

to the

support and was instrumental in intro-

year tenure

ducing several educational and training

sionalism

programs

admirable career as a law enforcement

into the

community. Most note-

worthy was the implementation of the

Drug Awareness

Resistance Education

officer.

Durham
is

and

citizenry over his twenty-

characteristic of his profesis

a fitting conclusion to his

%,

Special Service

On

March

Brian

S.

3,

1995

degree or another, including water supply and waste-

Beers,

Superintendent of

water.

Highways, celebrated twenof service with

ty-five years

the

the

Durham

Public

He

is

a

member

of

New Hampshire Road

Agents Association; holds

Works

a

Department.

CDL M&C vehicle opera-

tor's license

and

a Level

1

water system certification;
Brian

a local native,

is

and
being born and raised in

Road Scholar

Newmarket and attending
Newmarket

recentiy attained a

through the University of

Brian Beers 25 years

schools. After

certification

New

Hampshire's

graduating high school, he

Technology Transfer Training Center.

began with

a career in the flooring trade fol-

lowed by shoe making and then was promoted
into building

and machine maintenance which

Brian spends his off duty hours woodworking
(miniature furniture); hunting and fishing;

fol-

he did until early 1970. Brian was hired by the

lowing and forecasting the weather; and bird

Town

watching.

in

March 1970 and began

works profession

was promoted

his public

in sanitation as a laborer.

He

has served with the Newmarket

Volunteer Fire Department and Civil Defense.

to supervision of the shop and

equipment maintenance,
expanded in April 1975

a position

which was

to include supervision

of highway maintenance and

is

a responsibility

Brian,

on behalf of the Durham Town Council,

Town

Staff

you

years.
his twenty-five years with the

Durham

Public Works Department, Brian worked his

way up through

the ranks

and has been

involved in every phase of public works to one

and Durham

for the hard

given to

he holds today.

During

He

residents,

we thank

work and devotion you have

Durham

over the past twenty- five

The professionalism and genuine con-

cern with which you have served the
nity
of.

is

commu-

an achievement you can be very proud

Thank you

for all of

your

forward to your continued

efforts

—we look

efforts.

^

^
Town

of

Durham

Honorable
Mentions
At

the

March

15,

Town
several Town

Resistance Education

Informational

Meeting,

staff

were recognized for their services to
the community.

We would

Drug Awareness

tion of the

1995

Program

(DARE)

Chief Paul

maUy

Gowen

these individuals for the important

Sergeant Paul

contributions they have made.

Officer

initiative

in accepting additional job responsi-

to the

Administrative Assistant

Town

Administrator.

her

Police

Hilaire

Department

employees.

also experi-

We would like

to

thank

Chief Paul Gowen, Kelley Fowler,
Sergeant Paul

McGann

Donna Langley for attaining
Certified New Hampshire

Assessor (CNHA)designation.

vices to the residents of

and Officer
ser-

Durham

Minute- Taker for aU Town boards

and committees.

Fire

Firefighter Peter

Henny

their

Conservation Commission:

Lloyd Heidgerd, Deborah Merritt

and Diane Woods
Historic District

Commission:

Paul Flynn

Public Works Department

Zoning Board of Adjustment:
Allen Drake, Emily Cook, Robert

Gail Jablonski for her initiative in

Doty and Eric Young

accepting additional job responsi-

Durham

Assistant to the Public

Works

Director.

Phillips

Brooks

Representative

on the Pease Part 150 Study:
Walter Rous

for 15 years of service.

Library Services Task Force:

Roni Slavin, Chair; Lynn Aber, Joan

Raymond Osborne

for

20 years of service.

Drapeau, Peg Higgins, Carol

1

Lincoln, Cynthia Zoller, Ralph

years of service.

Captain Richard Miller

Susan Fuchs

Freedman

"Firefighter of the Year" for 1994.
for

Trustees of the Trust Funds:

Bruce Bragdon, Chair and Diane

all

for earning

Captain Hubert Matheny

Councillors:

Parks and Recreation Committee:

bilities as

Department

Town boards and commit-

wish them the best in

for her outstand-

ing performance while employed as

for-

while employed with the Town, and

future endeavors.

Mrs. Susan Lucius

who

during 1995:

Town

Steven Dyer for their dedicated

Mrs.

formally served in

John Kraus and William Duncan

enced the loss of several long-time

Mrs. Jennie Berry for her

bilities as

tees

McGann

St.

thank

volunteered their services on

various

Edward Levesque

Officer Jack

The

who

either elected positions or

Captain Michael Gelding

Offices

hard work

Schools.

like to

also like to

the following individuals for their

into the Oyster River

take this opportunity again to thank

Administration/Business

The Town would

The following
for earning

"Fire Officer of the Year" for 1994.

individuals have been

instrumental in providing the

Town

with highly successful soUd waste

and recycling programs and are
Assistant Chief Ronald O'Keefe for

assuming the responsibility

for fire

be

commended

for their efforts:

Bristol,

Council Representative, and

Patricia Cline, Council

Representative

to

Community Development
Steering Committee:

Skip Grady

prevention activities in the absence

Guy Hodgdon

of a Fire Prevention Officer.

Mary Walsh, Chair; Charles Cressy,
Warren Daniel, Annmarie Harris,

Lloyd Gifford

William Healy, Jr., Chris Hennessy,

Arthur Nutter

Calvin Hosmer, Richard Houghton,

Christopher Pickle

George

Raymond LaRoche, Sr.

Martha Smith, Neil Wylie and

Police

Department

The following

individuals were

instrumental for the implementa-

Rief, Patricia

Samuels,

Krista Zanin

Honorable Mentions

Boards
Committees

Officers,

&

As of December

31,

1995

Officers,
OFFICIAL/BOARD

Boards

& Committees

Officers,

Boards

& Committees

Officers,

Boards

& Committees

Officers,

& Committees

Boards

TERM

PHONE

ADDRESS

OFRCIAUBOARD

Rental Housing Commission
Perry Bryant (DLA

Rep.)

76 Newmarket Rd.

659-2351

Newmarket, 03857
Eric

Jay

Chinburg (DLA

Gooze

(Prop.

Rep.)

Owner)

Heidi Kendall (UNH

Rep.)

Moore (UNH Rep.)
Andy Robison (UNH Rep.)
Greg Sanborn (UNH Rep.)

6

Newmarket Rd.

9

Meadow

Rd.

Alexander,

Rm

119,

UNH

Leila

Student Affairs Ofc,

John Aber

Thompson HaU, UNH
4 Sumac Lane, Durham

Larry

(Council Rep.)

Wood

(Town Admin.)

Rm 125,MUB,UNH

15

Newmarket

Rd.,

Durham

SMPO Technical Advisory Committee
Robert
Larry

Houseman

Wood

(Alternate.)

1

5

15

Newmarket Rd.
Newmarket Rd.

SMPO Transportation Policy Committee
Same

as

SRPC

Strafford Regional Planning

Commission

TERM

EXPIRES

APPT
AUTH.

Executive

Summary

Report of the Council Chair
now engaged

during the year: The Library

and

Services Task Force (LSTF) recom-

Town's land parcel on Route

mended that Durham should have
geographiits own Public Library

Durham

—

cally separate

from, but closely

affil-

iated with, the University Library.

(WPTF) recommended that the
Town and University study the desirof constructing a brand-new

in marketing, the

now formed

has

4.

a Rental

Housing Commission (RHC) to
handle concerns of renters, land-

and neighboring

lords,

Second, the Water Policy Task Force

ability

is

This represents a

residents.

new approach

to

some long-standing problems in the
community. It is our hope that this

new Board

Water Treatment Plant to replace the
all

will

produce benefits for

three groups.

present, 60-year-old plant. Third,

The

Chairman

year 1995 saw the comple-

tion of

Durham's Com-

the efforts of over 100 citizens orga-

nized into four "focus groups",

an award

won

for Excel-lence in

Planning from the

Cavendish Associates, produced a

matters.

Planning Association. The

Wagon

Hill,

propos-

CDP pro-

half of

The University owns over
the real estate value in the

all

ing three alternative development

Town

plans for Durham's largest park.

any property

Durham, the
Conservation Commission and the
Planning Board met over two dozen
times to revise the Tov«i's Shoreland
Protection Ordinance. These revistill

under development,

will

will achieve

is

exempted from paying
While the

taxes.

Fire,

Water, and Wastewater

Departments, we have been
cussing the University's

making con-

tributions toward the costs of other

Town

most notably the

services,

$400,000 annual cost of the educa-

by present property

mercial enterprises located

University property,

and

benefits enjoyed

Durham

owners, other residents of the com-

UNH campus.

munity, and future property owners.

The Town portion of the

today and a series of

we would like
Two themes run

goals describing where
to be in the future.

throughout the Plan: the importance
of corrununity

spirit

and the impor-

tance of volunteerism in achieving
the Town's goals. There

and

diversity of talent in

the challenge

is

is

a wealth

Durham -

to harness this talent.

Implementation of the Plan has

just

begun; we will be using and refining
it

for years to

come.

In the area of
settled

on a

on
comon the

tion of schoolchildren living

vides both a description of where
is

dis-

new state laws
a balance among the

bring us in line with

and

but

University shares in the costs of the

Also in the nature of a plan for

sions,

New Hampshire

engaged in negoti-

Committee, in conjunction vnth

future development of

mimity Development Plan
(CDP). This Plan, which represents

also

is

ations with the University over fiscal

Master Plan for
Ritiph Bn^iol. Council

The Town

and Recreation

the Parks

facilities,

site for

a

the

new

Town

has

for

rose sharply this year. While this

was an unwelcome event,

Public

tax rate

it

should

and construction will
commence this spring. At the same
time, work has begun on designing a

be kept in perspective. Since

new Police

percent. This

Works

Facility,

Station to replace the

risen at

990,

an annual rate of under 2
is

less

than the rate of

which means

terms, the

our

1

property tax revenues have

inflation,

Department's present inadequate
quarters. Finally, as part of

Town

Town

is

that, in real

providing

its

pre-

ongoing program to encourage eco-

sent level of services with fewer

nomic growth and broaden the tax

resources than were used in 1990.

Durham

This

Business Park

Three other "blueprints" for the

base, the

Town's future were also developed

Committee has developed a plan

for.

is

a tribute to the hard

work

Continued on next page.
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Executive Summary
and

We were sorry to learn

efficiency of our dedicated

Town

employees.

Administrator, Larry

Gowen retired.
Durham Force as a

In May, Chief Paul

He joined

the

September

in

our well-liked Town

that

who

Wood,

is

leav-

ing to study for the ministry. Larry

joined us almost four years ago, at a
Detective Sergeant in 1975 and

time

became Chief four

years

later.

He

Durham

Police

all

our

Department into

and responsive system

citizens can

be proud

Those of us

have worked with him will miss

his dedication, his
his helpfulness

—

good humor, and

to say nothing of

his neckties!

hard work,

ability,

good

spirit

Finally,

am

I

pleased to report that

Durham's Annual Report

won

for last

a

and whole-hearted devotion

Durham a better
place than he found it. He has
become very much a part of this

Association. Congratulations to

community, and while we

contributed!

In

elect-

New Hampshire

Chiefs of Police Association.

citizen.

that

of.

1994 he was honored by being
ed President of the

relationships in the
his

many strained
Town Hall. By

Durham

there were

is

responsible for building the

respected

when

us as a

We

Town, he

to lose

wish him well in his retirement.

we

is

him

to the

leaving

as

Town

are sorry

year

from the

prize for excellence

first

New Hampshire

Jennie Berry

and

all

Municipal

others

who

Administrator,
- Ralph

are glad that he wdll remain with

Bristol,

Chairman

Durham Town

Council

Report of the Town Administrator
write this report with

I
be

much

Now,

to get to the report.

excitement and pleasure, but

with a

bit

of sadness. This will

my last Town Administrator's

Community
Development Plan

Town of Durham, as
to spend more time

report for the
I

am

with

leaving

my

Working

the

Town

of

Durham

for

has been a

We have

wonderful experience!

accomplished much; more importantly,

we have

together.

I

learned and

thank

all

of you

tise.

Durham

is

in talented

your

gifts

Town and me. My

family and

I

tremendous

planning document. More impor-

the

it

generated tremendous

momentum within

community. Hundreds of people

were involved in the development of

Larry R. Wood, Town Administrator

the plan in a variety of ways.
Participation

was obtained from

all

age groups, neighborhoods and seg-

ments of the community.

with the

exciting

produced an impressive

enthusiasm and

and dedicated people. Thank you
for sharing

citizen effort

Plan. This

who

fortunate to have a

community abundant

Development

tantly,

and exper-

and

was the formulation

and completion of the Community

grown

have been helpful, supportive and
so giving of your time

significant

project of 1995

family and to pursue a

career in the ministry.

The most

and

insightful reviews

Critical

were conduct-

enhance our commimity. Copies of
the Plan can be obtained from the

Durham
Town

Library and the

Offices;

I

plan to stay in Durham, so

ed of community needs and

forward to continuing to

leading to the development of a

its

range of far-sighted and progressive

further into this report.

you

as

we enhance

this

wonderful

community.

14

we look
work with

Town of Durham

recommendations designed

issues,

to

Durham

encourage you to

review the plan and to participate in

implementation. More about this

Executive Summary
the Town's very narrow and limited

Financial Issues

on

tax base places a great burden

1995 was a challenging year for

Town

finances.

enced

its first

The Town

tax increase since

growth which enhances the quaUty

1990. While an increase was expected,

was greater than we had

it

The

nally anticipated.

Balanced economic

community.

origi-

lack of the

of the community

needed. The

is

Community Development Plan
makes many recommendations of

of fund balance (some-

ways

this

times referred to as surplus funds)

these

recommendations should be

for use to offset property tax

implemented. In addition,

availability

much

increases resulted in a

greater

than anticipated tax increase.

community

This situation mandated that we

approach the 1996 budget with a
view towards a significant reduction
in the

for

1

Town

996

is

The

tax rate.

for the

Town

can be accomplished, and

nesses wishing to expand

projection

tax rate to

and embraced.

The water
decrease,
feet

rate for

1996

vnll

of usage, to $2.55 per 100 cubic

assessed value to approximately

from $2.20 per 100 cubic

$9.43 per $1,000. This decrease

$2.42 per 100 cubic

rate will increase,
feet, to

feet.

UNH Issues and

New Hampshire come

Relationships between the

again the revenue challenges facing
the Town.

The Town provides high

quality levels of
vices to
sive

programs and

its citizens.

ser-

Based on exten-

comparisons with other com-

Relations
town and

UNH continue to improve.
Most

significant has

been the

gain.

I

beUeve

it is

a real bar-

However, we have substantive

revenue issues which need to be
addressed.

One

of those

is

the pres-

ence and impacts of the University
of

New

this is

Hampshire. As noted below,

being addressed. In addition.

In addition,
their

UNH has demonstrated

commitment

to

meeting

their

off-campus responsibilities, witnessed in part by their

full

payment

Road and Main

Street intersection.

The Town and

UNH Police

Departments have worked more

The Town
collaborated on the

closely together in 1995.

UNH

common

solid waste disposal

solutions for

and wastewater

treatment challenges. Also, the

Town and

UNH are examining the

feasibility

of building a

new water

aged and operated more

As

I

vmte

are awaiting

this

summary, we

Board of Trustees action

tuition cost of schoolchildren

line; in fact

adverse impacts on the community.

UNH on two critical compensation

government spending

not out of

phases, helping to reduce any

treatment plant, and other ways the

on an agreement which would

is

UNH

two water systems might be man-

issues.

The Town and

closely together in a review of alter(a)

1996, phased- in payments for the

on

the

attend the

who

natives for a true

community

hbrary, off of the

UNH campus.

schools,

and

on volume of sales -

commercial operations on

but be a library meeting the needs

for

of

community members.

Improved Town

Facilities

the cam-

pus which are open to the public but

do not have any

UNH,

(b)

have the University make payments calculated

This community library would

maintain a partnership with

UNH campus and

ORCSD

effectively.

UNH are working

have the University begin, in July

reside

in

construction projects in their early

progress toward an agreement with

we accompHsh this in an
extremely cost effective manner in
every department. Durham Town
munities,

greater opportunity to review

search for

agreements wdth the University of

This situation brought into focus

The Town and UNH made strides
other areas. The Town wH have

and

pending

to fruition.

status of this agreement.

nal at the College

from $2.80 per 100 cubic

The sewer

Informational Meeting in March will

for the recentiy installed traffic sig-

feet.

if

and those

welcomed

decrease fi-om $10.09 per $1,000 of

could be even greater

local busi-

fiiendly businesses desir-

ing to locate should be

The Town

have a more current report as to the

residential properties within the

experi-

responsibility.

local property tax

Town

facilities

began a sorely needContinued on next page.
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ed upgrade in 1995. Land was pur-

of Gorham, Maine was appointed as

chased off Routes 4 and 108 for the

the

new

construction of a

Works

The planning phase of the

facility.

project

Public

is

almost complete, and con-

same

new

Complex

the existing Municipal

are

underway, with construction expectstart in

summer

or

fall

of

1996. After the two projects noted

above are complete, the
will receive

Town

offices

modest renovations.

These modest projects

address

will

long-standing needs of the Town.

The
to

Police

its

Department was moved

present location, characterized

circles,

and has the experience,
and

dentials, talents

The Town and

the

in less than 2,500

square feet without privacy and
security.

ty has

A new

Public

Works

facili-

been discussed since 1974.

The Town offices have gotten more
cramped and uncomfortable as the

demands on
increased.

is

ly

than a

Town

services have

The projection

plete facility
less

all

upgrades for

to

com-

slightiy

of a miUion dollars

total

remarkably inexpensive, and sore-

Department

Chief Paul
after

Gowen

Durham comJoseph McGann did

set-

place.

1

6

In January 1996 David

Town

of

Durham

L.

Kurz

to focus

on

Durham

Business Park.

sought through the adoption of a

oped a vision and conceptual plan

parties.

tee,

Rental Housing registration ordi-

nance, but in a

manner designed

foster a closer partnership

segments of the community.

agreement

is

to the settlement

the creation of a

officials,

landlords, neighborhood

property owners, tenants and
officials.

The

UNH

DRHC is designed to

commit-

staff,

and presented

devel-

this to

Town Council and the Planning
Board. The Town is exploring grant
opportunities that may be available
the

development of the

to aid in the

park.

Durham Rental Housing Commission (DRHC) comprised of Town

A Council

working with Town

for the park,

to

between

Most

exciting

is

the prospect

of current negotiations with an
existing local business to

the

Durham

expand

at

Business Park.

Public Works Issues

be a non- regulatory body created
to foster better

between

all

communications

segments of the com-

munity, and to look for practical

and long

lasting solutions to the

and

Many

public works issues received

great attention in 1995.

award winning

The Town's

solid waste

program

continued to improve. In 1995, the
Town's recycling revenues and vol-

conflicts created in

neighborhoods by the

umes

increased dramatically, bring-

presence of large amounts of

ing the costs of recycling below the

rental housing.

costs of solid waste disposal for the
first

The Town continued

its

increased

designed to enhance

while a search for a replacement took

Durham Business Park

The agreement
accomplished what the Town had
both

mimity. Captain

Chief of Police for seven months,

live.

the development of the

enforcement of local ordinances

as the Interim

make our neighborhoods

to

The Town continued

guished service to the

an outstanding job

communica-

parties together,

Durham

retired in 1995,

almost twenty years of distin-

all

avoiding a costly legal battle for

Durham
Police

sense and

tions to bring

tled their litigation out of court,

issues

needed.

combi-

utilize a

even better places to

Landlords Association (DLA)

Most important

been

continues to

common
and

A staff of eighteen

(18) has

Town

nation of enforcement, education,

Rental Housing

all

work

cre-

style necessary to

lead the department.

then as temporary quarters, in 1979.

forced to

ed by those two organizations. The

is

time, plans for a

police station to be located in

ed to

Police Chief Mr. Kurz

highly regarded in law enforcement

manage and

struction will begin in spring of
1996. At the

new

reducing the problems creat-

nities,

Durham

neigh-

time. This tremendous

achievement
Town's

is

citizens,

ment of

Public

a real credit to the

and the Depart-

Works

staff.

borhoods, with good success on a

number of ft-onts. In particular, the
Town was successful in two zoning

The Town continues

actions brought against local frater-

reducing remaining odors from the

to

make

strides

on improving operations and

Executive Summary
Wastewater Treatment

should

Facility

(WWTF). Beginning in 1996, the
Town will end its on-site compostand

ing process,

take

its

and

the Wheelabrator facility in

and

faces,

proud

sludge to

They provide us with

like.

gathering places, friendly service

downtown

a

And

of.

as

for a wonderfiil

and

exciting time

your Tovm Administrator.

It

has

been the most enjoyable experience of

to be

they contribute, with

money, time and products,

Town
with Whitman and

you

to local

my local government career.
owe many thanks

to the

I

also

Town

and support

Rochester. In addition, the

non-profit organizations and caus-

Council for their

has resolved,

Town and UNH alike. Our local
business community deserves our

over the past several years.

moral and financial support; with-

leagues

out a prosperous and active busi-

miss them. Durham's tremendous

Howard,

some processing
been occurring

Improvements

made

es,

consulting engineers,

its

which had

issues

at the

WWTF.

in this regard will

be

in the spring of 1996.

The Town continues

suffers.

shop

examine

to

alternatives to the present water sys-

tems.

Durham and

laborating

on

a study

effectiveness of a

ment

on the

new water

cost
treat-

plant. In addition, the

will increase

own

UNH are col-

its

Town

production from

its

Lee Well, as well as complete

the water feasibility study for the

Spruce Hole aquifer.

Business

As they

received

good

and team mates, and

I

col-

will

number of talented and dedicated
izen volunteers have made my job

cit-

UNH and ORCSD students has

news

in 1995 with the announce-

ment

that

Northern

Utilities

extend natural gas to

would

Durham

become an

on

the job.

my friends, for helping
me during my tenure here as Town

active part of

Durham community, stimulating the Durham Doers and
Durham Dollars campaign, and
implemen-

you,

Administrator.

I

look forward to

working with you from another perspective in the years ahead. Best

wishes for 1996!
- Larry

Community

Development

me good cheer and renewed

vigor each day

Thank

the

to aid in the

brought

in

1996. Northern Utilities has

already

The Town

employees have been wonderfiil

much easier. The tremendous vitality
and spirit brought to Durham by the

The community

tation of the

This report would not be complete

think globally,

say,

locally!

promising

Community

community

ness sector, the entire

faith

R.

Wood, Town Administrator

Plan.

without a mention of Durham's
business community.

I

have had the

Town

pleasure of working closely with the
I

community and it has been
one of the most rewarding experi-

Staff

have said repeatedly that the

business

ences of

my career. Durham

tremendous amount of
imaginative,
businesses.

They

greatly to the

and

They employ

one of

and contribute

economic, physical

community.

local people, including

They stock what we want and ask
not what some

rate entity has

far

They most

surely

tremendous group of

caring and committed individuals

high school and college students.

for,

are a

creative,

are truly

social health of the

and

has a

and hard working small

the Town's assets,

staff is first rate!
are,

Town

away corpo-

determined we

who

help

make Durham

place in which to live

They deserve

a standing ovation for

the cost-effective

ways they do
doing the
feel at

a better

and work.

and innovative

their jobs,

little

and

for

things that help us

home.

Closing Remarks
In closing,

I

would

like to

thank

all

of

1
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Community Development Plan

The

1995 calendar year saw

the very successful comple-

Community
Development Plan. This communition of the

ty

planning project took

fifteen

from

citizens

all

segments of the

community. The
a Plan

product was

final

which included analysis and

review of four topic areas

(Down-

town; Economic Development; the
Rt. 108 Corridor; and

Community), and

A Sense

Committee was

business community; local business

work of the four focus groups, done

customers; and participants at the

over

forums and workshops. Outreach

months, formed the foundation for

efforts

months, and involved hundreds of

River

were also made to the Oyster

High School students and

a series of rec-

as to

how

can be accomplished.

gies

The community

participation effort

was tremendously

successful,

formed the foundation

and

and

for the

goals, objectives

strategies.

November of

an Appendix

areas, the

the

as a

will

ground

part of the project.

floor of the implementation

phase of the Plan. In

izens within the

project

Town

cit-

commimity. The

Council. Four focus groups,

each dealing with one of the topic

more

one hundred

nesses

and

ject, citizens

pro-

were reached out to

lic

Two rounds

at the

beginning and end of the pro-

A total

of four surveys were

random phone
survey conducted for the Town by

utilized, including a

the

18

UNH

Survey center, and target-

TowTN OF Durham

the success of the

go to the

Town

to participate. Please con-

many, many thanks

staff

who worked on

most notably

Community Development Specialist
who worked day-to-day

Jim Russ,

months on the project;
Rob Houseman, Director of
Planning and Zoning and project
coordinator; Janet Glazier and

for fifteen

Jennie Berry, administrative support
staff

who

tend to

many

project of this

Town

magnitude

puU

off;

Jeanette Caldwell,

who

like to learn

868-5578

more!

successful completion of the

A complete listing of those who
deserve to be thanked follows.

Plan would not have been possible

without the active participation of
the citizens of

Durham. The

stew-

Focus Group Members:

Sense of Community
Maggie Moore, Chair
Jean Bartell
Phyllis

Bennett

ardship and guidance of the

Bruce Bragdon

Community Development

Zara Chapin

Steering

and

did a lot of

the research required.

Administrator's

at

a

and

interns Karen D' Amours

868-5571 or the Planning

you would

The

of the

countless details required to

of pub-

forums and workshops were held

ject.

works

and Zoning department

in a
if

variety of ways.

institutions

Towm

Office at

month

the partner-

make it happen. You are
welcome in any way and at any level
tact the

fifteen

if

together to

you wish

citizens.

Throughout the

be achieved

ship of government, citizens, busi-

Committee appointed by the

areas, involved over

the vari-

fact,

ous recommendations of the Plan
will only

was directed by a Citizens

Steering

be additional

opportunities to be involved on the

includes the data generated as a

The

critical to

guiding

The imple-

mentation of several projects are
underway. There

and

project involved hundreds of

The guidance and direction of the
Towm Council and Planning Board

the project,
vision for the Town.

and

churches provided meeting space.

was

approved the Plan

come
The

to

truly effective.

1995, after holding

Durham Town Council

program

University, local schools

four workshops on the specific topic

An

to the Plan,

and be

alive

project. Finally,

Inventory document was produced
as

The generous contribu-

tions of local businesses, citizen vol-

the participation

In

various goals, objectives and strate-

many

unteers and the University enabled

civic groups.

areas.

recommendations

the Plan.

long hours over

neighborhood and

ommendations in each of the topic

The Plan also includes a
chapter on implementation, and

many

invaluable,

UNH students, as well as various

development of the

of

and the

ed and random surveys of the local

Executive Summary
Tamara Corcoran

Craig Seymour

Expired 3/95

The

Carolyn Churchill

Scott True

John Kraus, Term Expired 3/95

Houghton's Hardware

Suzanne Dev

Ann Welsh

Planning Board

Mainstreet Music and

Dan

DiBiasio

Joan Drapeau
Joan

Friel

HoUy

Harris

Ursula

Hoene

Richard Houghton

Marion James
Greg Moore
Roni Pekins
Hillary Scott

Marjorie Smith
Judith Spang

Marcia Walenta

Route 108/Limited
Business District
Ben Auger, Chair

Homer Chalifoux
Dee Grant
Calvin

Hosmer

Town

Marie Polk

Marjorie Wolfson

Nancy Sandberg

Downtown
Bill

Murphy, Chair

Marty Smith

Gary Sonnenschein

Scott

Hovey

Chris Hennessy

Warren Daniel
Annmarie Harris
Calvin

Crothers

Jerry

Dee

Dave Garvey
Don Gray
Daryl

Hemeon

William Healy

Zoning and Code Enforcement

Planning Commission

Durham

Resident

Connie

Ellis,

Director, Office

of Public Program and

Assistant

Events,

UNH

John and Maryanna Hatch,

Durham

Residents

Gerry Howe, University of

Janet Glazier, Planning,

Zoning

Enforcement Secretary

New Hampshire

Extension

Dennis Meadows, Director,

Jeanette Caldwell,

Hosmer

Zanin

George Rief
Patricia Samuels

Town Council
Bristol,

Chair

W. Arthur Grant, Pro Tern
William Healy,

A number of other

Jr.

John Aber

Research,

We are especially grate-

Social Science

UNH

Matt Nazar, Planner, Strafford
Regional Planning Commission

Mary Robertson,

ful to:

Planner,

Strafford Regional Planning

Durham Community Church
Durham Historic Association
Oyster River Middle School
Oyster River High School

UNH Alumni Center
Durham

Infant Center

UNH Survey Center
Strafford

Reg Planning

David Murphy

Walter Rous

George Rief
Patricia Samuels

George Rief
Patricia Samuels

The Bagelry

Malcolm Sandberg

William Duncan, Term

The Red Onion

Commission

Durham

Commission

Marketplace

Young's Restaurant

Durham

Walter Rous,
Bill

Patricia Cline

Hovey

and

Policy

throughout the project by providing guidance and assis-

UNH

Kelley Meyers, Institute for

and organizations participated

Sonya Cusack McCafferty
James Morrison

Scott

individuals

Church

William Healy

Ralph

Social Science Research,

Durham Evangelical Church
St. Thomas More CathoUc

Charles Cressy

and

Administrative Intern

tance.

Marty Smith
Richard Houghton
Krista

Jeff

Bums, Executive

Director, Stafford Regional

Institute for Policy

Neil Wylie, Vice Chairperson

David Buffington

Resident

Jamie Calderwood,

Jennie Berry, Administrative

Dorene Higgins
Cindy Hirsch
Deborah Langlois
John Mengers
Walter Rous
Peter Smith

Alex Auty, Chair

Specialist

Wood, Town

Neil Wylie

Mary Walsh, Chairperson

Economic Development

Development

Karen D'Amours, Administrative and Planning Intern

Chris Hennessy

Ed Valena
Ken Young

James A. Russ, Community

& Code

Durham

Dea Brickner-Wood, Durham
Steve

Meg Torbert

Community

Amy Stiilings

Council Rep.

Director

Development Steering
Committee

Fairchild

Council Rep.
Alt.

Staff

Larry R.

UNH

Irene Bragdon,

Resident

Robert Houseman, Planning,

Charles Cressy

Tom

Resources,

Administrator

Jamie Calderwood

Warren Daniel

Rief,

Becker, Asst Professor,

Department of Natural

Neil Wylie

Mary Margaret Jaques
Jessie McKone
Cari Moorhead

Katie Wheeler

Zanin

Mimi

Peter Smith

George

More

Utilities

Witch's Stew

Dee Grant
Annemarie Harris
Suzanne Loder

Walter Rous,

Paul Ossenbruggen

Krista

Calvin Hosmer, Chair

Mickey Hovey

Mary Walsh

Diane Woods

Northern

Edvjrard McNitt, Alternate

Annmstfie Harris

Licker Store

Resident

Schoonmaker, Durham

Resident

Anne Whittenbury,

Durham

Parks

&

Chair,

Recreation

Committee
Phyllis Bennett,

Community
Connie

Ellis,

UNH

Relations Office

UNH

Community
Lynn Cooper,

Relations Office

UNH

Community Relations Office
Woodbum, Durham

Robbie

Resident
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Report of the Business Manager
is difficult

It

^,
,
;
ed. This has
.

and

,

,

,,-

^

,

and

my

^

^

,

.

,

,

•

,

Services and remained with

_
^
^
Dunlap succeeded
,

>

>

,

connected

t..
1

still

all

departments to the

he

•

as

our agent,
.

•

in reducing

our

general insurance expense by

$30,000 and

new fund accounting system and

system.

Dunlap Corporation

department.

a

,„.
..
Assessed Risk Management

,

been another busy

exciting year for myself

Converted accounting records to

1995 Accomplishments

to believe that

another year has been complet-

increased our

basic coverage!

Assessed cash

management

vices.

Fiscal technician, Kathie Lopez,

completed an intensive course on
governmental accounting and

Standing

(J-r):

Kathie Lopez, Fiscal Technician; Clara Vamey, Business Manager; Paulette Rouleau,

Accountant. Seated

(l-r):

Jennie Berry, Administrative Assistant;

ser-

Donna

will

receive a certificate in the Spring.

Langley, Assessor.

Centralized personnel records.

1996 Goals
Improve purchasing procedures.
Improve

financial reporting.

Schedule fixed

assets.

Review accounting

policies

and

procedures.
Set

up each department

to input

payroll information.

- Clara

Varney, Business

Manager

1995 Ordinances
NUMBER

TITLE

95-01

Regulation of Dogs

95-02

Amending Ordinance #93-04 Limiting

95-03

Peddling, Soliciting

and Other Commercial

by Deleting Section

4C

Establishing the

Commission"

20

Town

of

Street Vending,

Durham

"Town of Durham

ACTION

DATE

Passed

3/6/95

Passed

5/1/95

Passed

5/1/95

Activities

Rental Housing

Executive Summary
1995 Resolutions
NUMBER
95-01

ACTION

TITLE

Authorizing the Issuance of $4,000,000 in Tax

DATE

Passed

2/20/95

Passed

4/3/95

Passed

4/3/95

Passed

5/1/95

Passed

5/15/95

Passed

6/5/95

Passed

6/19/95

Passed

9/5/95

Passed

10/2/95

Passed

10/16/95

Anticipation Notes (TANs)

95-02

EstabUshing Compensation for Department Heads
for Fiscal Year 1995

95-03

Establishing

Compensation

Tax Collector for
95-04

Fiscal Year

for the

Town

Clerk/

1995

Establishing a Capital Reserve

Fund

for

Emerson Road

Improvements
95-05

Empowering

the

Town Administrator

the

Duty of

Authorizing Yield Tax Warrants to the Tax Collector

95-06

Authorizing AppHcation for State Revolving Loan

Funds and Borrowing of up

to $45,000 to Replace

Sodium

Hypochlorite Tanks at the Wastewater Treatment Plant

95-07

Accepting Funds from the One- A- Month Club for
Inclusion into the Welfare Budget

95-08

Authorizing the Issuance of Long-Term Bonds not to

Exceed $500,000 for the Purpose of Purchasing Land and
Constructing a Public Works Facility

95-09

Authorizing the Issuance of $500,000 in Tax Anticipation
Line of Credit Note to Expire on October 31, 1995

95-10

Amending Resolution #95-09 Authorizing the Issuance
of Five Hundred Thousand Dollars in Tax Anticipation
Line of Credit Note

95-11

Approving the 1996 General Fund Budget

95-12

Approving the 1996 Water Fund Budget

95-13

Approving the 1996 Sewer Fund Budget

95-14

Approving the 1996 Capital Fund Budget

95-15

Rescinding Capital Budget Appropriations in the

of

One

Million Nine

Passed

Amount

Hundred Seventy-Nine Thousand Eight

Hundred Nineteen Dollars ($1,979,819)
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Minutes of the 1995 Informational Town Meeting
Chairman William

Healy,

Jr.

Oyster River High School

Chairman Healy thanked

all

Cafetorium, 7:00pm

who

Wednesday, March

1995

15,

Council Members Present:

Chairman W.

have served on

P.

Schools; Susan Lucius for her out-

Council Members Absent:

and

P.

S.

,

Hovey

^
Town Admmistrator

Also Present:

,

•

•

,_,,
^.
Director of Planning
„
„
and Zoning Robert Houseman,
^ J
^.
o,
,,.,,, Director
Skip Grady,
Public Works

„

Larry R.

,

,

,

Wood,

'

.

,

.,
„
^,
w
Busmess Manager Clara Varney,
_
„
^
.

.

members of various Town

employed

Duncan and

J.

Kraus

on the Council.

Chairman Healy welcomed new
Councillors George
° Rief and Walter
,

,

.

„

,

^

,

,

Evemgam

The 1995 Informadonal Town
Meeting was called to order at 7:00

PM by Moderator Michael

,

,

,

*^

recog-

f°"°^^"8 employees

for

and

newly elected members.

employment; Raymond Osborne

M. Everngam announced the results
of the Town election on Tuesday.

''

Hubert Matheny

25

°^ employment; Firefighter

^f'
T"l ^oo.T'
r pt'
'^ '"'
°^
^l"^
V
^Z^^'
Richard Miller for earnmg Fire
Officer of the Year for 1994;

Assistant Fire Chief Ronald O'Keefe

George Rief

137

for

Walter Rous

139

prevention activities in the absence

Ruth Moore

34

22

Town

of

Durham

t^-

^v

.

r.

r

Director; Jennie Berry
,,.

,.

......

,

tional lob responsibilities as
the
Administrative Assistant to .u

•»•...

....

Administrator; Public Works

-•

ship

j
in which
u- uu
have
and planning skills
i

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ p^^^^^^. ^^y
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^_
^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^

^^^^^^ Programs; Lloyd Gifford
performance as

recyclables coUection

^^^.^^^ operator; Arthur Nutter for
^.^

^^^..^ding performance

"^'Z'

133

M. Evemgam introduced Council

i

Works

^^ ^^^^^
for

Ralph Bristol

31

wr

for his outstanding

for 15 years of

f

WRTE-iN-s

» ^

.

tremendous success of the Solid

^own Administrator Wood

Appreciation: Phil Brooks and

CouNCLmR

,,..
,.
}ob
m accepting additional

been the driving forces behind the

.

M. Everngam introduced the current
Town Council members and the

14, 1995:

i

to introduce themselves.

.

presented each with a Certificate of

March

.

Town Administrator Larry R. Wood
,
^
asked the members of the audience

^"^ outstanding achievements

mately 75 people in attendance.

,

Director Skip Grady for his leader-

"'^^'^

Evemgam. There were approxi-

..

for her initiative in accepting addi-

Town

Commissions and Committees
Moderator: Mr. Michael

i

Public

^,
at
PM m the Council Chambers
.,

r

i

Langley tor attain-

responsibilities as Assistant to the

,

,

Boards,

,

,.
Hampshire Assessor
mg her New „
.^
^
ir u
certification; Gail Jablonski tor her
^,

,

,

,,,./-

.,

,

.

^
Donna

Assessor

all

,

.

Town Council meetings held the first
r
l
and third Mondays of each month at
,

„
boards and committees;
,

initiative

,

.

7:00

,

,

,

as minute-taker for

,

re-elected Councillor

Ralph Bnstol. He concluded by
^
'
„
inviting all citizens to attend the
,

^
Town
.

,

,

,

Rous and

into the Oyster River

standing performance while

n ^

'

Cline
.

u

i

'

for their tenure
„

Drug

Program

Councillors B.
.

of and participation in the

Abuse Resistance Education (DARE)

employees.

W.

J, .,
Rous and J. Aber

Hilaire for their implementation

and committees, and the Town's

i

R.Bristol,

Town boards

Healy, A.Grant,

Samuels, G. Rief,

St.

citizens

assuming responsibility

Qolding,

SGT

Paul

for fire

McGann,

Edward Levesque and

P^^^^^^^^ ^'^ ^'^^S "^ ^^

m the

^""""^

recyclable materials; Christopher

^.^^^ ^^^

^^

outstanding perfor-

^^^^^

^^

p^^ ^^^^^

^^

^^^^^^^^

^^^^^j^

^^ Raymond Laroche

Sr.

^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^
^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^
^^^

Officer

Officer Jack

In addition.

Wood

Town

Administrator

recognized outgoing

Executive Summary
Councillors John Kraus and William

particular for donating the use of

Calvin Hosmer, Chair of the

Duncan

Mr. Hatch's painting for the cover of

Planning Board, gave an update on

for their dedication

services to the

and

Durham community.

Town Administrator Wood

present-

the 1994

Town

the Golf Course

Report.

Town Administrator Wood

invited

ed outgoing Council Chairman

Public

Works Director Skip Grady

William Healy with a Town

to talk

about the Town's solid waste

Town

Administrator

the audience

of the

on the

Town and

chair.

Wood

updated

financial state

the projects pro-

jected for 1995 including the pro-

posed PubHc Works

facility;

the eco-

nomic development program,

devel-

and recycling programs. Mr. Grady
attributed the success of the recycling

program

to the Town's

zens for their support, the

citi-

Town

Council for their leadership, the

and the Town

opment of the Route 4 property and

assistance

exploring an alliance with the

staff for their dedication to the

University of

New Hampshire on

ideas,

Harold Hurd, Chair of the Cemetery
Committee, introduced Ruth

program. Mr. Grady said the Town

Moore

cleaner

up

would be coming
and

the Smith Chapel

in to clean

new
He

that a

heater would also be installed.

some hydro seeding would

cemetery and that a

Town
new push mower

had been purchased

for

maintenance

also

informed the

be done on the bare spots

of the grounds.

He

at the

economic development; more busi-

would be implementing, on

ness outreach efforts; increasing the

basis, recycling of paint,

quality of life in the Town's neigh-

batteries, oil filters,

borhoods through the enactment of

tic

the Rental Housing Ordinance and

conducting a "swap shop".

Anne Whittenbury, Chair of the

Reports were given
by the following Town
Boards, Committees or

informed the audience that the

Commissions members:

plan was the recommendation and

stricter

enforcement on rental

CCE-STEP

pensation from
able properties;

UNH on non-taxSB

24 which would

1

require compensation for the

schoolchildren residing on the

campus who attend

UNH

the Oyster River

Schools; and compensation for

impacts of increasing business activities

on the

Town

UNH campus.

Administrator

Wood

citizens for their feedback

the

Town

on how

He concluded by

thank-

ing the Council for their excellent

work, as well as individuals
voluntarily serve

on

who

many years of serTown of Durham, and in

for their

vice to the

plasas the Trust

company

for the

Town.

baling and the possibility of

Parks and Recreation Committee,

Committee developed

a Strategic

Plan in which the highlight of that

hiring of a Recreation Advocate.

Jack Farrell, Chair of the Zoning

Board of Adjustment, updated the
audience on the nimiber of variances the

ZBA acted upon

in 1994.

vation Commission, presented

employees

Raymond LaRoche

Town
Jr.

Ms. Whittenbury also noted that the
Plan recommended hiring a consultant for the

development and man-

agement of Wagon

Hill

Farm. She

said that the remainder of the
Strategic Plan primarily stresses

making the most of what

exists

and Mike Lynch with the second

through low-cost, no-cost

annual Conservation Commission

John Hatch, Lamprey River

award

Management Advisory Committee,

in appreciation for their con-

projects.

tributions to the Town's tree plant-

informed the audience that the

ing and maintenance programs.

Lamprey River had

attained desig-

Lastly,

he thanked John and Maryanna

Hatch

NH

Investment Services would continue

and mixed

the Town's vari-

ous boards and committees.

First

cell

David Funk, Chair of the Conserasked

could improve customer

relations.

audience that the

units;

com-

efforts to obtain

a trial

dry

as

new member to the Trustees of the
Trust Fimds. He reported that a
a

said that

Recycling Committee for their

and

and Shoreland

Protection ordinance.

Nancy Sandberg, Chair of the
Historic District Commission, gave an

update on the Ffi-ost-Sawyer Project.

nation into the Wild and Scenic

program and thanked the Town
Continued on next page.
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Executive Summary
Council for their support in
effort.

River

He

also stated that a

this

Lamprey

Management Plan had been

developed which contained recom-

mendations

for the use

tion of the river

and

and protec-

that a

Lamprey

River Resource Assessment docu-

ment was
be

would

also published that

available at the

Tovm

burden which occurred

Cove

Colony

residents after the 1993

reassessment. Responding to this

Town Administrator Wood

question.

said that there

who had
and

were

several residents

and market values and

presently in

values, not in a linear way, but in a

the process of dealing with these

He rephed

way

that the 1993 val-

on the Library

be the values used until there

is

either a general revaluation for the

Community Development Committee
(CDC), discussed the implementa-

data since the revaluation tend to

tion of the

Chair of the

Community

verify

Development Plan and highlighted
the recommendations brought for-

ward by the Sense of Community,
Route 108/Limited Business

was

Mr. Sandberg

1

5%

not

to

be sure that the

CDC is on the right track and to
make adjustments where needed.

He

also informed the public that a

telephone survey would be conduct-

ed administered by the
that he

UNH and

for

an

said the

98%

the

Market Value

first

year in terms

Coefficient of Dispersion of

8%.

Therefore, in general cases, the
results of the

work were

and the present values

a success

are

much

fair-

else

done.

He

going on which was

said that

if

had been done then

properties

would have been adjusted 10%,
example.
ties

He

said

for

some communi-

do Unear redistributions which

an easy calculation. However,

and

Value.

uation,

Wood

(FMV)

cal-

is

to

100% of Fair Market

He
Durham had been

Town had

a year.

tax billing only once

Chairman Healy responded

that this item

had been brought

before the Council and the

gain

felt

that taxpayers

more on

leaving their

would

interest earned

money

by

in their indi-

said that before the revalat

Town paying out interest on
money that would need to be
rowed

bor-

in anticipation of taxes.

Suzanne Loder updated the audience on various

bills that

have

come

before the state legislature.

it is

explained that the

an analytical update

get to

the

vidual accounts as opposed to the

that procedure

all

Robert Burnett-Kurie, asked why

Council

was not

try

explanation for the increased tax

Durham

He

that a linear redistribution

intent of

were as follows:

of

there was simply a

put forth in the process.

fairly

culation.

Town

others were

not a Fair Market Value

Public comments

24

whUe

replied

is

Malcolm Sandberg asked

if

properties

Town Administrator Wood

would appreciate input and

citizen involvement.

reached

Wood's

implication was that there was

3,

pubUc

how some

linear redistribution.

something

general

said that Mr.

in value

public

designed to get responses from the

that the revalua-

response did not specifically address

reduced 1-2%

forum was scheduled for May
1995. He said that the forum is

Value across the board. After the

the 1993 update.

rose

Jim Russ, Community Development
Specialist, announced that the CDC

Market

fair.

the issue of

focus groups.

Fair

er than those which existed before

District,

Economic Development and

Downtown

tion

and support

try to address

of the sales assessment ratio and a

Services Report.

Town or another analytical update.
He said that subsequent sales and

Mary Walsh,

would have

that

revaluation, the Fair

update would continue to

analytical

of

the study was to take a look at sales

Town was

Library Services Task

Force (LSTF), provided an update

15% Coefficient of Dispersion
(COD) which resulted in a wide
range of values. He said the intent

assessments

ues that were used as part of the

Lynn Aber,

of Fair Market Value and almost a

litigated their

that the

issues.

Hall.

for

127%

There being no further business.

Moderator Everngam Adjourned
the 1995 Informational

Meeting

at 8:50

Town

PM.

-Jennie Berry, Administrative Assistant

General

governmen

Planning Board
Planning Board accepted

Theand

approved

in 1995, 4

1

5 applications

more than

Shoreland Protection Zone

using input from the

Ordinance.

Development

in 1994.

Participated in the

The average time elapsed betwreen
three
days. Several applications required

more time than

none of them needed an extension

law.

State

Continued participation in the

formulation of the

members

serving

Community Development

on the

ers serving

Plan.

Formulate Roadway Regulations.

with them on various

Develop an Impact Fee

Focus Groups. The Plan was com-

Ordinance.
pleted in August.

Review the proposed Water

Community

1996 Goals

Development Plan plus a second

Resources Plan.
- Calvin Hosmer, Chair

Update the Durham Master Plan

extensive review of the proposed

amendments

Ordinance recommended by the

Steering Committee, and three oth-

the average, but

beyond the 90 days allowed by

Review changes to the Zoning

Community

Development Plan process wdth

acceptance and approval was 40

Community

Plan.

to Article 10,

Shoreland Protection, of the Zoning
Ordinance, consumed a large por-

Comparison of Number of
Application Approvals 1990

-

1995

tion of the Board's time.

APPLICATION TYPE

1995

1994

1993

Subdivision

3

4

6

Review/Conditional Use Permit

5

4

3

Boundary Line Adjustment

7

3

15

11

1995 Accomplishments
Completed the

revision of the
Site

1992

1990

1991

16

5

10

4

5

6

4

5

5

15

15

15

15

Subdivision Regulations.

Completed

second review of

a

proposed amendments to the

Totals

Planning, Zoning and Code Enforcement

The

department had an

Development

Plan, requiring

many

to this shared vision of

Durham's

Everyone can be proud of

extremely exciting, almost

long hours of work from approxi-

future.

overwhelmingly productive,

mately 100 committee members, 60

the Plan and the level of

and enjoyable

year.

night meetings and engaging over

1000 residents in public forums,
surveys and workshops,

Development Plan

beginning of

received the

Town Council

Community

Development

Plan, the results of a

year-long effort. The planning
process for the

Community

its

is

this project.

community

creation

— now

the fun continues with the imple-

mentation of its

Community
In August the

involvement in

vision.

just the

The Plan

I

would

like to

extend special

who

represents a shared vision of the

thanks to everyone

conmiunity and the implementa-

and made the process work. As

tion of the Plan will continue

Professional Planner,

because of the dedicated, hardwork-

the

ing citizens of

Durham committed

I

participated
a

can say that

Community Development

Plan

Continued on next page.
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Bicycle Plan
things.

One,

is

designed to be two

intended to articu-

it is

shared vision, reflecting the

late a

residential student, faculty,

employee needs

improvements
Two,

and

it is

and

for bicycle

in the

community.

intended to be a blueprint

catalyst for the

implementation

of these necessary improvements

within the Town.

The
is

vision articulated in this Plan

promote bicycling

to

native

mode

as

through the development

A
Robert Houseman, Direaor and Janet Glazier, Secretary of Planning, Zoning and Code Enforcement

on

process and public participation

Management

component of this process makes it
of the most unique and truly successful planning documents in the

the Strafford Regional Planning

State.

To

this

end the Plan has

received the 1995 Planning in

Award from the New
Hampshire Planner's Association.
Again, thanks to everyone for makExcellence

ing this Plan a success and

I

look

forward to working with everyone

on

its

The following

National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Agency under the

NH Coastal

Program and Towti funds:

The Wagon Hill Master Plan,
copies on file in the Planning Office;
Coastal Wetlands

Mapping and

Town

Computer

Coastal Wetlands

of

Durham

comprehensive bicycle lane and

Properly maintained surface areas
for bicycling;

Appropriate street lighting that

made

In addition. Staff has

applica-

tion for approximately $610,000 in

funding to

assist in the

of a comprehensive, town-wide
bicycle

network and the implemen-

tation of the

all

provide a safer environment for

modes of transportation;

An

education, encouragement,

and enforcement campaign
facilitate the

Community

Development Plan vision

Memorial

will

completion

cling;

for

that will

expanded use of bicy-

and

A recreational link to

Park.

all

bicycle

programs.

Community Development Plan —

completed using moneys from the

of:

Commission, Dover.

1995 Accomplishments

projects have been

alter-

path network;

file at

implementation.

Federal Funds

26

Plan, copies

an

of transportation

Shoreland Ordinance rewrite
Assisted the Planning Board

—

and

of the planning phase of the

the Conservation Commission in a
comprehensive review and update

Community Development

of Article 10 of the

assisted the Town in the completion

Additionally, Staff

is

Plan.

actively assist-

ing in the implementation phase of
the

Community Development

Durham

Bicycle Plan

the development of a

—

Protection Zone.

Plan.

assisted in

comprehen-

sive bicycle plan for the

Durham

Zoning Ordinance, Shoreland

Town. The

Subdivision Regulations, Road

Construction Regulations, and
Plan Review Regulations

—

Site

worked with the Planning Board

to

General Government
rewrite these regulations so that the

regulations are in
all

comphance with

applicable State Laws

and

to

A landscape architect office.

The Conservation Commission

An import company focused on

The

greeting cards

ensure that these regulations repre-

and luxury household

Town

of

Bicycle

The Wagon

Hill

Committee

A counseling and consultation

Master Plan

Committee

office

Durham.

Community Development

the

Expedited Site Plan Review

—

The

In addition the

Department contin-

Plan's:

ues to provide technical assistance to

-Steering

various committees and boards. In

-Downtown Focus Group
-Rte 108 Focus Group

Department has issued 7 approvals
for the following uses

A professional

office at 12 Jenkins

1995 the Department provided staff
assistance to the following
tees

Court.

-Economic Development

Community Focus

-Sense of

A doctor's

The Planning Board

architect's office.

Committee

Focus Group

The Town Council

office.

commit-

and boards:

A custom cabinet workshop.

An

The ad-hoc

Commission

items and goods from Europe.

sent the development design stan-

dards appropriate for the

Historic District

Group
the Seacoast Metropolitan

The Zoning Board of Adjustments

Planning Organization's Technical
Advisory Committee

Building Statistics

the

Total Building Permits Processed

1993

1994

1995

Construction permits

180

216

179

Permits denied

(5)

Septic

52
125

Electric

2

2

Multi-family

Additions, Renovations

humor and working

tionally

hard in order to stay on top

of

all

all

Electrical

and plumbing

would

who

teered their time by serving

$33,825

1993

1994

1995

23

27

30

collective vision of the

94

100

119

enjoyable.

11

22

1

2

Please stop in

6

8

talk

27

66

Withdrawn

173
5

176

211

thank

on the

various volunteer boards and committees and serving as resources to
the

staff.

Your contributions to the
immeasurable and your

are

time and energy spent shaping the

Town of
Durham makes my work even more

if

you would

like to

about the planning issues facing

Durham.
- Robert
Planning, Zoning,

Total

like to

have volun-

$8,561,744

4

Signs

I

the residents

$28,337

Demolition

excep-

the requests for assistance.

$6,689,709

Commercial (new and renovation) .... 28

thank the

sense of

Towm
homes
homes

like to

401

Total Fees collected for all permits

Single family

would

216

176

Total value of permits given

Breakdown of Permits

I

Additionally,

5

Demohtion
Total permits approved

In closing

Board

department's staff for maintaining a

2

Permits withdrawn

Permits on hold

COAST

T. Houseman, Director
and Code Enforcement

401
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General Government
Town

Clerk —

Auto Registrations

Fiscal Year

$473,749.00

Title Applications

1,990.00

Municipal Agent Fees

8,826.00

Marriage Licenses

1,305.00

612.00

Vital Statistics Copies

U.C.C. Recordings

1,305.75

480.00

U.C.C. Terminations

Dog

Ending December 31,1995

4,280.00

Licenses

175.00

Miscellaneous

$492,723.25

Total

Autos Registered

^^^^^^^^^MH

^^^^^^^m^:m^'rwrmk ^Air^fq

5,596

Dogs Licensed

598

(l-r):

Tax

^-A

Collector's

Donna Hamel,

Clerical Assistant;

Undo Ekdahl, Town Clerk/Tax
Town Clerk/Tax Collector

Collector

and

Lorrie Pitt.

Deputy

Report — Fiscal Year Ending December 31,1995
YEAR OF LEVY
1995

Debits

UncoUected Taxes, as of January
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes

Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

Land Use Change
Yield Taxes

Boat Taxes

Overpayments:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Interest Collected

Penalties Collected

1,

1994:

1994

1993

1991

&

Prior

General Government

General Government
Trustees of the Trust

A

abandoned graveyards which

of seventeen burials

total

were made

in

Route 4

Durham
)urham Cemetery

Funds and Cemetery Committee

situated

in 1995

on

their land, but

the thirty-one

are

most of

abandoned grave-

including five caskets and twelve

yards must depend on Town funds

cremains. Fifteen graves were sold

for maintenance. Thirty-seven of

and one twelve-grave lot was repur-

the private graveyards have trust

chased. There were four weddings

funds to assure their perpetual care.

in

The

electric

able crew have

done

there have been

ments

their usual

Route 4

Durham Cemetery and

Schoolhouse Lane Cemetery,
as the

numerous small

budget

no major improve-

Route 4

Durham

this year

graveyards.

Several property owners have kindly

and

New Hampshire

D

The Oyster

Office.

District

meeting on March

on October

24th.

Six sessions

were held to

new

and a December

voters,

also did

register
1

st ses-

At these sessions we

change of address and

added and deleted

voters.

During the summer and

fall,

we

have been working to clean up the
checklist before the

upcoming

dential primary.

30

Tovv^N OF

Durham

Post

Checklist are Joan

W. Weeks, Robert

C. Gilmore and Chair Elisabeth Vail

Maurice.

sion was held for change of party
registration.

Durham

Current Supervisors of the
a

special Oyster River District meet-

ing held

checklists are posted in the

Hall and the

the

on March 14th and

presi-

.

.

$500.00

drug and alcohol
$500.00

- Harold Hurd, Chairman

Investment Service and the invest-

voting sessions in Town:

$778.56

From the Olinthus Doe Trust
Fund to the Town of Durham to

District for

First

Town of
downtown

to the

for flowers for

education

Updated

election

Durham

continue to be managed financially

Town

Town

Improvement Fund

The Town of Durham Trust Funds
by the

Town

From the Ffrost Temperance
Fund to the Oyster River School

cuts.

uring 1995 there were three

1st,

the Smith

to

Supervisors of the Checklist
River School

following Trust Funds in 1995:

defray school expenses.

due

the

as well

offered to care for non-trusted

in

Cemetery made

excellent job of maintaining the

projects have

beautification

heating system in

Smith Chapel was repaired but

Mike Lynch, Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, and his

well,

Town of Durham
been made from the

Contributions to

From

Smith Chapel on Mill Pond

Road.

ments are doing very

Elisabeth Vail Maurice, Chair

General Government
Zoning Board of Adjustment
ordinance are unable to meet some

During 1995, the Zoning
Board of Adjustment held

or

pubhc hearings on variance

quirements for frontage and

requests affecting forty-six lots, one
special exception request

and one

all

of the conventional zoning

re-

Protection Ordinance to allow

building on a lot that was approved
prior to the current ordinance

set-

when

was demonstrated that no other

backs. All forty-one of these vari-

it

ance requests were approved.

building options were available.

In addition, the Board approved

Appeals

appeal of an administrative decision.
three variances from setback re-

Variances

Of the

quirements for construction on

variance requests, forty-one

dential lots

resi-

and one variance from

involved lots which had previously

the Sign Ordinance for development

been approved under the Cluster

of a professional

Ordinance. This ordinance was

Unit Development option, technically leaving these lots as

but non-conforming

lots.

approved

As

in a

Planned Unit Development, the
Cluster Ordinance allowed for the
creation of

smaUer individual

for the preservation of

Most of the

open

lots created

space.

under

on a variance

this

Zoning Administrator

tem, the Board determined that a
variance was not required and that
the replacement could be allowed to

proceed

as

RC

in concurring

may not be

construct-

Zone.

request

for the replacement of a septic sys-

proposed.

The Chair would

Special Exceptions

like to

welcome

our new members for 1995:
Annette Tischler, Dick
Gsottschneider and Ed Valena, and
to thank retiring
for his efforts

lots

with reduced frontage in exchange

appeal from a decision of the

ed in the
In a hearing

Board turned dovm an

that a duplex

office.

re-

placed in 1990 wdth the Planned

Finally, the

member Bob Doty

during his time on the

Board.
-John H.

Farrell,

Chair

The Board heard and granted one
request from the Wetlands

The plaque dedicating the Durham Women's Club
Tree. Placjue was purchased by the women's club
and installed by the Kent-Pelczar Funeral Home at
dedication ceremonies on July 10, 1995.
Photo courtesy of Barbara Langley
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Public
Safety
Communications Center

The Communications

Center

new personnel

for the positions.

the best dispatching

continues to provide a wide

variety of

non-emergency type

Town and
eral

The Center

emergency and

glary,

services for the

University, as well as sev-

Most of the

areas that the Center

during the past

medical

monitors

aid,

may

cerns or issues can be discussed with
the Coordinator by calling the busi-

resi-

should you need to contact us for any

also have their

type of poUce,

homes and/or

directly to the Center.

cant personnel changes this past year

when

Contact the

an infor-

mation packet concerning alarm

Mehalek, and three of the full-time

connection specification and

we

service

The Durham

strives to

Department

Fire

the need to repair Ladder

activities are in excess

Our

re-

of

This dramatic increase has

nificantly

lev-

services,

safety inspections

such as

fire

tion programs, in addition to our in-

and

maintenance programs.

which did not pass

testing in

shall

non-emergency
that prioritized
tained, as

be reassessing our

,

New

for

your continued sup-

We look forward to serving

in 1996.
Jr.

due

to

programs

are

to handle re-

quests for service with the
shift staffing level

main-

same on-

of four

we have had

TavrN OF Durham

fire-

since 1974.

and

ing, radios, painting

lettering at

a substantial cost savings.

our

safety

In July, the statewide

Enhanced 91

system came on

We have pro-

vided

line.

NYNEX with

a Master Street

Address Guide for inclusion in their

New

database and have

Hampshire and the Oyster River

mapped

the

Town and Campus.

Middle School construction projects

made 1995 our busiest year

ever co-

We participated

in National Fire

Week

ordinating code compliance issues

Prevention

and

through the support of our

site

reviews in addition to

resi-

and commercial construc-

tion projects within the

community.

services to ensure

we continue

fighters that

1

November.

Both the University of

dential

we

in 1995,

sig-

and public educa-

service scheduled training

was deferred

1980 Seagrave 100 foot aerial ladder
truck,

impacted our delivery of

non-emergency

32

you

Our planned replacement pumper

dented increase in incident

twenty percent above our 1994

duty

when

- James A. Young,

project

In 1996,

1

continue to provide

has experienced an unprece-

responses throughout 1995.

els.

in the

*91

Department

Fire

sponse

Center

provide, while training

anywhere

Hampshire campus.

port.

As we look forward to 1996, the

tried to continue the level of

calling fi-om

Durham community. Use

Thank you

fees.

dispatchers. This created a challenge

we

or medical aid

calling fi-om the University of
like to receive

with the departure of Coordinator

as

fire

emergency, please use phone line 911

Center's Coordinator at 862-1392

should you

ness number, 862-1392. However,

service. Citizens

business alarm systems connected

signifi-

Any con-

bur-

and panic type

alarms from businesses and

which we provide

year.

The Center has experienced

fire,

is

responsible for reported an increase
in calls

also

dences within the communities for

neighboring communities.

and alarms mon-

itoring services possible.

We

fighters,

who

in

October

directly

fire-

funded public

education handout materials and

provided off-duty personnel for the

completed a replacement Rescue

Truck upgrade project early in 1995.

delivery of

numerous

fire safety

pro-

grams.

This involved numerous hours of

work by our

staff in

compartments,

wiring, generator, emergency light-

I

am very pleased

with the

number

of professional development activi-

Public Safety

(l-r)

Front row: Hubert

Matheny, Capt., Thomas
Richardson, Capt., Robert

Wood, Chief, Ronald O'Keefe.
Assistant Chief, Richard
Miller, Capt., Michael
Hoffman, Capt.
Middle row: William

(l-r)

Thomas

Burns, FF,

Stano, FF,

Brian Murray, Inspector,
Sheryl Hoisington,

Administrative Assistant,

Richard Stevens, FF, David

FF

Burns, FF, Peter Henny,
(l-r)

Back row:

Jeffrey

Furlong, FF, William Davis,
FF,

James Lapolla, FF,

Mathew Newton,

FF, Charles

Moorenovich, FF, Lawrence
Best, FE (Not shown: Paul

Marcoux, FF)

ties that

our

Fire

staff is involved with.

Department Statistics
Town

In addition to specific firefighter

and

UNH
fire officer certification

pro-

(All

grams, our personnel maintain their

Advanced
and
in

Life

Support certifications

are active in advisory capacities

numerous community programs.

Structure

Other

fires

brush, refuse)

fires (vehicle,

Emergency medical
Extrications

request the support of

I

in

all

residents

continuing to maintain our

strong

fire safety

Service calls

record reflecting

minimal property

dollar loss in

our

community.

My sincere
is

and

to

all

Smoke

investigations

Malicious

false

Unintentional

thanks and appreciation

extended to our dedicated

whom we

Spills/leaks (no ignition)

staff

cooperating agencies with
strive to

provide the

Good

alarms
false

alarms

intent

Incidents

on campus

Incidents

(All privately ovsmed properties

including those occupied

property)

by Greek organizations)

6

25

12

29

299

312

30

9

35

19

423

201

44

51

1

9

57

55

43

25

System malfunction

63

39

False calls not classified

89

67

59

52

1171

893

Miscellaneous
electrical

(assist

poUce, arcing

equipment)

highest possible level of emergency
Total
services.

Mutual aid provided to other
- Robert P. Wood,

Fire Chief

communities

Combined

Total Incidents

43

2107
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Public Safety
Fire

Department Activities
Purchase/use unvented kerosene space heater

Fire Safety Inspections

Remove underground

209

including: multiple occupancy,

fuel storage

tank

3

commercial, home, daycare, and chimney and woodFire safety education

stove inspections

including:

extinguisher

151

other programs (public school programs, dor-

classes,

31

Reports offire hazard

fire drills, fire

mitory and Greek system programs, station tours,

etc.)

Permits issued/approved
Miscellaneous

Blasting

33

Building

146

Major

Burning (ban on over summer)

116

Special event coverage

Liquid Propane Gas (LPG) tank

including: fire safety information requests,

2

and department business

23

burner

Install fire sprinkler

Open

57 events

Public Assists

19

Install/operate fire alarm system

Install oil

6

investigations

3

Fireworks Display

Install

fire

system

via telephone

and walk-in.

6

flame in place of assembly

8,295

11

1995 Combined Total Activities

17

Operate place of assembly

9,128

Forest Fire Warden/State Fire Ranger
calendar year 1995, our three

Inleading causes of

were

fires

dren, non-permit

fires

chil-

not prop-

erly extinguished and smoking materials.

RSA

224:27

II,

the

fire

New Hampshire,

laws of the State of

fines of

fire

up

to $2,000 and/ or a year

Violators are also Uable for

suppression

Department and
officials,

Fire

Warden,

is

of

Durham

555

Lookout Towers

New

15 fire towers, 2

26,165

Visitors to towers

air-

This early detection
citizens aid the

quick response from the local

fire

Fire

Forest Fire Statistics

Warden
if

Reported by

a

departments.

a

required. This also helps

Town

Fires

on

Fires

Reported by County

Belknap

11

Carroll

50

Cheshire

39

Coos

17

Grafton

26

Hillsborough

71

all

State Forest Fire

contact your local

$147,000-1-

State

- Lee Gardner, Forest Ranger
- Robert P. Wood, Forest Fire Warden

or Fire Department to find out

permit

Hampshire operates

costs.

To aid your Forest

34

and the

share the cost of suppression

and reports from

misdemeanors punishable by

jail.

Local communities

craft patrols.

437

Acres burned

Suppression cost

controlled burn.

mobile patrols and 3 contract

permit law and the other burning

in

unnecessary response to a

50/50 basis. The State of

Violations of

are

to prevent

Fires

Reported by Forest Ranger

Number

payment

Rockingham
Strafford

of fires reported to

State for cost share

49

Merrimack

.

.

.

465

Sullivan

106
".

78
18

Public Safety
Police

Department

"Pride in Serving"
O-r) Front

(l-r)

Row:

Officer].

Todd

Biery, Clerk Jennifer Johnson, Interim

Chief Joseph McCann, Prosecutor Thomas Dunninlon, Captain Michael Golding, Officer

Michelle Foster, Officer Jack St. Hilaire
Center Row: Parking Control Officer Dick Martin, Sergeant Sean Kelly, Sergeant Rene Kelley, Police Secretary
Sergeant Joseph Morganella
(l-r)

The

Back Row: Officer Thomas Dronsfield, Officer David Holmstock, Officer Edward Levesque, Officer Bobby Joslin, Officer Kevin Theriault

Police

seen

Department has

many changes

over the

W.

past year. Chief Paul

Gowen

Marge Rawson, Sergeant Andrew Buinicky,

retired

having served

on May

came

to

Durham from

the Harrington Police Department.
Officer Michelle Foster

26th, after

Durham

Dronsfield

for approxi-

fill

the

was hired

Cops Grant position and

to

on Route 4 have
firee

accident year.

Department members have been

is

involved with

scheduled to attend the Police
efforts;

mately twenty years. Sergeant Paul
G.

McGann

resigned, leaving for a

position as Lieutenant with the

Hampton

Jennifer

in January 1996. Mrs.

Johnson was hired to

i.e.,

community

neighborhood block

re-

policing

senior citizen cookouts,
parties,

and

neighborhood meetings in order

to

place Mrs. Fowler as Clerk.
resolve issues.

Police Department. Mrs.

KeUey Fowler, Police Clerk,

also left

the department to pursue other interests.

Academy

resulted in a fatal-

We Wish to thank them

their dedication

and

department and

to the town.

Officer Sean Kelly

was promoted

to

the rank of Sergeant.

1995 Accomplishments

Improved
Police

We have replaced the vacancies with
quality people

-

Officer

Thomas

Successfully reduced the

for depart-

ment members.

for

service to the

Continued education

relations with

UNH

Department and SHARPP.

number

of disturbances in targeted areas.

On-going

Police Cadet Explorer

Program with the youths

On-going enforcement

efforts

Continued on next page.
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Public Safety
from the

area, ranging

from 14

to 21.

in the

DARE program

from 175

to

This program introduces the youths

215, with an increase in hours dedi-

to police work.

cated weekly from 16 to 20 hrs.

The position of Community

Continue our enforcement

ef-

and pedestrian

vio-

lations.

Continue to hold down the num-

oping a comprehensive program to
closely with the

Police

Department and the community.

forts for bicycle

1996 Goals

Policing Officer will assist in devel-

work

members of the Durham

Continue our

ber of disturbances in the neighbor-

community.

efforts in

quality service to the

hoods.

providing

community.

As the year 1995 comes to an end,
I

would

appreciation for the
fellow officers, the

my deep
support of my

express

first like to

Town

Administrator, and the outstanding
assistance of the

who

have

all

Department Heads,

helped

me

my

during

interim role as Police Chief

We will

continue to enhance the

quality of

life

throughout the Town

by working cooperatively with

all

of

Through the generous donations of local businesses, an
old police cruiser was restored

and converted

into the Police

Department's

DARE Car.

DARE Program
A

fund-raiser

Softball

game was

played between the

Durham PoUce
Department and the

Famous

Faces, with

$6,000.00 being
raised for the

DARE

TTif first

DARE graduating class at Oyster River Middle School.

Capt. Michael Golding

Photo

Program.

Donations made
store

Continue to meet with the
it

an old cruiser and convert

for use as the

cost to the

resi-

our

citizens to preserve peace, en-

possible to re-

DARE vehicle,

at

and provide a

dents of neighborhoods to discuss

force the law,

problems and concerns.

caring environment.

no

town

Further enhance the

Community
-Joseph

Increased the

36

Town

of

number of students

Durham

safe

and

it

Policing

Program

for the

E.

McGann,

Jr.,

Captain

Interim Chief of Police
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Budget
1995 Tax Rate Breakdown
COUNTY
7.7%

TOWN
29.4%

SCHOOL
62.9%

1995

Summary of Valuation Breakdown

OTHER EXEMPT
2.8%

COMMERCIAL
4.5%

UnLITIES
RESroENTIAL

0.3%

36.0%

UNH
56.5%
Budget

& Finance Section
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Budget

& Finance

Proposed 1996 Town Budget Revenues
OTHER
GOVERNMENTS
12%
HIOP. TAXES
55.3%

DEPT. REVENUE
16%

OTHER REVENUES
6%

STATE & FEDERAL
7%

—OTHER4%TAXES

Proposed 1996 Town Budget Expenditures

EMH.OYEE

OTHER
5%

BENEFITS
15%

PLANNING
2%
PUBLIC WORKS
24%

ELECTED ADMIN.
2%

ADMINISTRATION
7%
POLICE
14%

6

Town

of

Durham

PARKS & REC.
3%

Budget

& Finance

Town Budget Comparison 1990 - 1996

n
III

$6,000,000.00

r

$5,000,000.00

$4,000,000.00

S3

<

$3,000,000.00

Q
$2,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$0.00

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1996

1995

Tax Rate Comparison 1990

-

1996

$7,000,000.00

3

S
Q
U

HTOWN

$6,000,000.00

SCHOOL

$5,000,000.00

COUNTY

S2

$4,000,000.00

P
Z
u
U
X
^

$3,000,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00

$0.00

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Budget

1996
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Vachon, Ciukay & Co.. pc
Certified Public

45 Market

Accountants

Street

Manctiester,

New Hampshire

03101

(603) 622-7070

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
Town
Town

Council
of

Durham, New Hampshire

We

have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
as of and for the year ended December 31, 1994, as listed in the table of
contents. These general purpose financial statements arc the responsibility of the Town of Durham,
New Hampshire's management Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose

Durham, New Hampshire

financial statements based

on our audit

We

conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general purpose financial statements are free of material missutement An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
standards require that

As more fully described in Note 1, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should
be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that
should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1, the Town has recognized tax revenues of $1,186,982 in the General
Fund which were not received in cash within sixty days of year end as is required by generally
accepted accounting principles (GASB Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and we concur, that
the application of this accounting principle, which would result in a decrease in the General Fund
balance fi-om $225,210 to ($%1,772), would give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to
meet its current and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the
omission described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to in
the first paragraph present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of

Durham, New Hampshire

as of December 31. 1994, and the results of its operations and the cash
non-expendable trust funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.

flows of

8

Town

of

its

Durham

Budget

8c

Finance

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose Gnancial
statements taken as a whole. The combining financial statements and schedules listed in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the
general purpose financial statements of the Town of Durham, New Hampshire. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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TOWN OF DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Eipenditures and Changes
Governmental and Similar Trust Fund Types
For the Year Ended December 31, 1994
All

Revenues:

Taxes
Licenses and permits

Intergovenimental revenues

Charges for service
Miscellaneous revenues

Total Revenues
Eipenditures:

Current
General government
Public safety

Highways and streets
Sanitation

Water treatment and distribution
Health and welfare
Culture and recreation
Capital outlay

Debt service:
Principal retirement
Interest

and

fiscal

charges

Total Ejqxnditures
Excess of Revenues Over

(Under) Expenditures

Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Proceeds of long-term debt
Operating transfers

in

Operating transfers out
Total Other Financing

Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other

Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses

Fund Balances (DeSdt) - Januaiy 1
Fund Balances (De6cit) - December 31

in

Fund Balances

Budget
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TOWN OF DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Eipenses and Gianges in Fund Balances
Funds
For the Year Ended December 31, 1994
All Non-Ejqpendable Tnist

I

1994

Operating Revenues:
Investment income
Operating Expenses:
Contractual services

Operating

loss

Non-operating revenues

(e:q>enses):

Bequests

Net loss on investment transactions
Non-operating revenues

Net Income

Fund Balance - Januaiy 1
Fund Balance - December 31

Budget

& Finance

Statement of Long-Term Indebtedness
payments 1-1-95 thru 12-31-95
Description of Bonds/ Loans

Date

Principal

Rate

Date

Paid

Balance

Balance

Paid

Water

4-1-75

$515,000

6.40%

4-1-95

$25,000

$0..

$800

$0

Land Acquisition/Equipment

12-15-89

$3,920,000

6.66%

12-15-09

$180.000

$2450,000..

,.$174,625

$1,234,888

General Obligation Bond

7-15-92

$666,000

4.33%

7-15-99

$110,000

$335,000..

,...$19,200

$34,260

Loan Fund

6-18-93

$3,366,018

3.91%

6-18-08

$175,875

$3,020,881..

,.$124,822

$889,369

Davis/White Land Acquisition

9-15-94

$500,000

5.74%

9-15-04

$50,000

$450,000..

....$29,700

$128,050

$349,147

$2,286,567

State Revolving

Total

$8,967,018

$540,875

$6,255,881

Treasurer's Report

General Fund

Balance as of

Balance as of

12/31/94

12/31/95

$2,897,775.63

$1,755,746.45

Payroll

4,910.92.

One-A-Month Club

1,045.08

Conservation Fund

49,960.36.

Insurance Account

10,655.73

Developer Escrow Accounts

71,21 1.95.

23,462.27

....51,346.96

.

.

.

Richard

Trustees of the Trust

Funds

.

49,692.96

Lilly,

Treasurer

Valuation and Tax History
1995 MS-1

1990-1995 Valuation Figures
Year

Percent of Valuation

Taxable Valuation

96%
97%
98%

$314,793,529

Total Taxable Buildings

$313,867,343

Total Taxable Public Utilities

127%
124%
111%

$405,083,660

1995
1994
1993
1992
1991

1990

Total Taxable

1

Summary
Land

$103,661,259
$209,545,700
$2,191,000

$311,186,010

$401,134,319

$394,840,000

Valuation Before Exemptions
Total

$315,397,959

DoUar Amount of Exemptions

Net Valuation on which tax

rate

is

computed.

Tax Credits: Total Veterans' Exemptions

Tax Rate
Year

in

Durham

1990-1995
Town

$604,430
.

$314,793,529

$27,500

Valuation and Tax History
Street

Name

Public Safety
Police

Department Statistics

Services Rendered

Aid to Citizens

1994

1995

3850

2904

Aid to Other Agencies

1300

1232

Aid to Officers

1467

1671

Development Checks

2114

2400

Parking Tickets

3402

3241

Building Checks

2926

2957

118

63

1630

1870

Escorts

Radar Checks

Warnings

Motor Vehicle

1720

2020

Criminal

189

311

Bicycle

257

311

Pedestrian

350

217

2155

6040

235

142

682

731

82

48

2773

2953

391

269

Citations Issued

Motor

Vehicle Arrests

Criminal Arrests

Other Department Arrests
Complaints
Accidents

Criminal Investigations
Totals

329

177

25,970

29,557

members of the

Several

Durham Women's Club wearing
period costumes while enjoyini;

The Lincoln Day

Tea, 1936.

Yean

common social
courtesy of Durham

ago "teas" were a
event.

Photo

Women's Club and Historical
Association.
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Public Safety
Durham Ambulance Corps
Durham Ambulance
Hazardous
TheCorps
(DAC)

Materials

is

a private,

non-profit volunteer service

Conducted

that has provided 24-hour emer-

drive to raise

gency ambulance service to

Durham,

Recruit permanent area residents
for active

money

fund

tional donations

for

its

raised

still

being received.

and one

patients.

greatly

improved

its

level

of patient care from the minimal

Advanced

services of
1

First

Aid in

968, to the various levels of

Advanced
provided.

Life

The Durham Ambulance

Corps takes pride

in a quarter-cen-

some of

tury tradition of providing

Revenues in excess of the

budgeted amount directly

offset ap-

propriations from the communities

DAC serves. We
program

Support currendy

continue to have a

to waive balances for those

who cannot afford to pay
bills. No patient is denied ser-

sive

emergency care in the

their

vice

due

DAC with

inability to pay.

Streamlined

initial

area.

800 responses

crease

calls, a

Durham

(not including the

UNH campus), 326 calls on the
UNH campus, 152 calls in Lee, and
55

calls in

sponded

Madbury. The corps

to

mutual aid

calls to

re-

other

communities 21 times.

and promotional

training.

1996 Goals
Renovate and expand the existing

DAC station

to

meet our needs

the next 5-10 years, wdth plans for

major reconstruction or move into

new

quarters within 10 years.

Capital

The

members

in Tuberculosis

and

Respiratory Protection as required

coverage,

pardy fiind

non-emergency

and mobile health
vices are necessary,

care. If

transfers,

such

we wtU

funding options that do not in-

annual refresher training in

crease appropriations fi^om the

Infection Control including TB,

communities we
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Town

of

Durham

ser-

explore

by OSHA. Each member receives

serve.

es-

generous response

also like to

Police

efforts.

We

thank the
Fire

Durham-UNH

Departments

for their sup-

Most of all, we would
all

the

DAC

many hours

like to

volunteers for

of dedicated

service.

- Susan

J.

Bruns, President

Patrick D. Ahearn, Administrative V.P.

- Mary

C. Davis,

Manager

- Jennifer Gingras, Secretary

- Robert Buelte, Operations V.P.
Karen N. Henny, Trairjing Coordinator
-

Improvements Station
will

UNH

continued support, and

Durham, Lee and Madbury

-

additional services such as stand-by

for train-

citizens of

Madbury and

our fund-raising

for

Explore community needs for

ing

to

would

their

Renovation Fund

1995 Accomplishments
program

for their

Lee,

pecially for their

port.

renovation/construction.

Established a

Durham,

thank
in-

from 1994. There were 326

calls in

communities and

Communications Center and the
Durham, UNH, Lee and Madbury

member

to

15%

a great deal of thanks to the

Departments, the

training

emergency medical

We owe

to outstanding balance or

1995 was a record breaking year for
the

evaluating the results.

patients

most sophisticated and progres-

the

Corps provides by sending service
evaluation forms to patients and

Evaluated patient billing, which
has been very well received by our

Corps has

UNH is

Evaluate the quality of service the

and addi-

McGregor. Staffed with volunteers
full-time Manager, the

when

Building

University of

1968 in

to alleviate

not in session.

the

New Hampshire since
memory of Dr. George G.

membership

personnel shortages
a very successful

Fund with $10,000

Madbury and

Lee,

and

Respiratory Protection.

Scott C.

Ellis,

Treasurer

Emergency: 862-1212
Business: 862-3674

Public Works

Department
Director of Public Works

Time

passes so quickly! In

my

eighth report to you, our customers,
it is

nice to report

many accom-

facing

miles

(all

paved) program, 7.4

total.

sealing

Although Hquid asphalt

was planned,

all

roads

Besides completing daily

and ongo-

ing routine maintenance and opera-

life

Hghts.

More

details

appear

in the

no

Highway

rehability.

dump

new Ford

truck which

replaced a 1979 International

some roads. All roads sand-sealed
in FY 94 failed inspection and were
resealed in the spring at

and

L8000 3 to 5 -ton

with paving on

tions, the following tasks are high-

life

Received and outfitted

because of favorable bid prices.

Expect longer

ment

re-

claimed) were paved with hottop

1995 Accomplishments

designed to lengthen equip-

loader and grader were repainted.

(Emerson and Edgewood were

plishments.

effort

dump

truck.

Replaced the following pickups:

cost to

the Town.

1985 3/4 ton Chevy

witii

1995

Ya

Superintendents' reports.

Our

A long awaited closed drainage
10,000 gallon unleaded gas

tank was removed due to a leak

which was discovered.
Began

site

process for
Facility.

ton Chevy (highway).

and building design

new

Public

Sumner/Davis

Barletta Engineering

-

system was installed in Edgewood

problems experienced by customers.

Works
-

Architects;

Repaired and paved the

its

tip

downs

all

meet the American

to

ments. This

Developed Employee Handbook
including safety manual. Drafted

and implemented Anti-Drug

(ADA)

Disabilities Act

&

Alcohol Abuse Programs, including

CDL drivers per US

five

is

!^

ton Chevy with 1995

'A

ton Ford (water).

1985 % ton Chevy with 1996

1

ton 4-

WD dump (parks); currendy

being

built.

of

-

Engineer.

testing for

Madbury

Road sidewalk. Also modified

Construction

Manager; MJS Engineering

1985

Road which should lengthen the lift
of the surface and lessen drainage

require-

1985
ton

'A

dump

ton Chevy with 1995

1

(wastewater).

the beginning of a

year program designed to ad-

Consultants finally determined
that additional aeration capability

dress

all

the solution to long-standing waste-

New guardrail was

installed at

Dewey's corner and along Bennett

water process problems. Early sum-

mer 1996 construction planned.

Road.

Began process

Department of Transportation.

to replace 15-year

The Lamprey Incinerator closed
on November 30, 1995. Refuse is

hypochlorite tanks at Wastewater

over College Brook off Chesley

being hauled directly to Waste

Treatment Plant.

Drive.

Management, Turnkey

Replaced deteriorated foot bridge

is

sidewalks.

old and deteriorated

sodium

Landfill.

Began dechlorinating wastewater
Enlarged and reconstructed plastics

storage at Solid Waste

Management

We
cell

implemented

battery

and

oil

oil filter,

dry

based paint recy-

effluent as required

by our discharge

permit.

cling programs.

Facility.

Conducted flow and smoke

Changed crosswalk

striping pat-

Conducted biennial hazardous
in College

tern to wide bars parallel to vehicu-

Brook wastewater

tests

line to

waste collection.
identify location of surface

and

lar traffic. Positive reports to date.

Continued intensive equipment

Completed

aggressive road resur-

repair

and preventive maintenance

ground water getting

in lines.

Continued on next page.
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Works

Public

Completed wood ash/sludge
composting

mined

that

and have

trials

deter-

not successful dur-

it is

ing the winter and ash does not
eliminate

the odor. Looking at

all

alternative to haul off

site.

Completed our annual wastewater collection line pressure clean-

An

ing.

to

operation which continues

keep untimely sewer plugs to ex-

tremely few.

Completed bidding process

for

contracting with an engineering

firm to peer review past studies of
the

UNH Water Treatment Plant

Gait Jablonski, Assistant to Public Works Director

and Skip Grady, Public Works Director

and determine best course of future
action:

upgrade existing or con-

working well as recent

new plant.

struct

meeting EPA standards.

The 1994 Water Audit recommended flow testing of larger meters

and the

repair/ replacement of

deficient ones.

That

effort contin-

ued both on the Town and

The

level.

fall

percentage has

29.4%

small,

it

UNH

shown
fall

to 24.8%.

we

appears

of 1994;

down

Although

re-

6" ductile iron.

was comparable

One

to patch-

inch wearing course

is

planned for 1996.

requiring the transfer of water from

Lamprey

interior

has

include adding a sidewalk in the
Littlehale area. Project will

is

con-

good condition.

1995 reclaimed section of

Madbury Road.
Design and replace undersized Mill

Pond Road College Brook culvert.

NHDOT will begin design of
Route 108/Main Street intersection

Works

Facility

-

new

a

major un-

dertaking and very exciting!!

Continue an aggressive road
resurfacing effort.

in

1997-98. Replacement of water

Construct and move into
Public

match

river.

was video taped and

and

Many outlying

several streets in

the municipal water appear to be

are targeted.

of

Town

The Lee Well pump was puUed,
inspected and reinstalled. The well

the planned

Town

River; the

water rights to the

in

40

spells (summer/fall)

Reconstruct Emerson Road to

and

sewer lines and extending sidewalk

on south

side of

Church

Hill pro-

posed with project.

Replacement of refuse packer,
sweeper and backhoe.

subdivision roads built in the 1980's

Corrosion control measures for
the control of lead

val-

experi-

1996 Goals

Both roads received new pavement

ing.

enced two dry

we

on Lundy

Lane and Scotland Avenue were

as cost

this year as

improvement. Construction

Undersized and deteriorated

new

became very aware of the

sidered in

the correct direction.

placed with

Bagdad Road sidewalk.

the second

are heading in

sections of water line

All

ue of water

the

1995 distribution loss

decrease since the
fi-om

Rebuild ramps and resurface

tests are

and copper

Durham

and around

Emerson Road

project

Contract for
rent Public

site

assessment of cur-

Works yard

to determine

extent of any fuel contamination.

Works

Public
Pursue more recycling opportunities

with commercial sector;

sig-

nificant potential exists.

Complete

Town/UNH

Study of

Spruce Hole Aquifer as a potential
source of municipal water. Final

re-

1996 promises to be very exciting

ees; their effort

we embark on the construction of a new Public Works

second to none.

for us as

Facility

ation to our

Highway, Equipment Repair, Parks

& Grounds and Water Divisions, as
way

Replace deteriorated Old Landing
waterline.

bility at

to

one

or another.

Wastewater Treatment Plant

We

express our sin-

cere appreciation to you, our cus-

tomers, the

Install additional aeration capa-

We continue to

house the

will

well as serving aU Divisions in

port due by spring 1996.

Road

which

Town Council and

and dedication

Larry

Wood for the support and vision.
We pledge our very best effort to

solve,

we

Larry

vsoll

express our appreci-

Town Council

difficult issues

is

for the

they confront and re-

Wood, our "boss", who
many towm

sorely miss, the

groups and departments for their
assistance

and

finally to you,

our

customers, for

whom we strive;

Thank you

your continuing

for

patience, suggestions

and support.

ensure the project wtII be one

improve treatment process.

Durham

- Joseph

can look to with pride.

I.

Grady, Public Works Director

Complete wastewater line/manhole repairs to reduce excessive in-

The longer I'm here

flow/infiltration of water into system.

preciate our Public

the

more

ap-

I

Works employ-

Highway Division

The

94/95 winter snow and

or less of

snow changing

ice

season was one of a nuisance
variety; most storms were 4"
to rain or

rain that caused icing conditions.

There was one major storm in the
first

week of February which

dumped

14" of snow.

1995 Accomplishments
Another very ambitious roadway

program was completed

in 1995.

Roadway Resurfacing. A

total

of

4,400 tons of hottop was used on
the following areas:

Durham

Road from Route 108

to

Point

Longmarsh

Phillips Brooks,

Tradesman

(I)

and Terry Edison,

Assistant

Tradesman

(r)

Road; Laurel Lane; Griffiths Drive;

Cedar Point Road from the paved
area of Route 4 to the Burke resi-

dence; Bunker Lane;

Young

Drive;

Pinecrest Lane; Sunnyside Drive;

Willey Road;

Denbow Road from

Ffrost Drive to the

upper end of

Pinecrest Lane; Cutts Road. In con-

junction with the paving, the road-

way shoulders were backed

up,

roadside ditches were cleaned, rotted cross culvert pipes were reContinued on next page.
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Public Works
on the drainage

Cedar Point;

placed and drainage structures were

covers

repaired where needed. Tilcon

backed up the shoulders with gravel

Woodridge Road; Longmarsh

and landscaped where needed.

Route 108 end; Winecellar Road and

Maine,

lafolla

and Continental

Paving completed the work.

Drain^e Project

Sidewalk repair. The sidewalks

A major closed

along

to Garrison

Edgewood Road between Emerson

were overlayed with

Road

The

and the driveway to the Tree

Farm on

Approximately 550 feet of 15"
12" underdrain pipes

drainage structures were

and

installed.

A

the

for the drain pipes.

After the

"

were spent on catch basin cleaning

of hottop.

for streets

and

drives

jet

cleaning,

all

With

rodder.

this

of the basins in the

Town have been

confined area of the

cleaned and inspected.

way crew will be doing some backing up of the pavement with either

Edgewood Road, the pavement on
and Emerson Road was broken up

gram. The roads

the gravel roads in
it

re-

graded.

The roadside

ditches were

cleaned, graded deeply
gravel

All

Town were deep
and new

was added. The crown of the

below were

listed

clean cut back to the edge of the

right-of-way

as needed.

Maintenance of gravel roads.

on

pletion of the drainage project

loam

Roadside brush removal pro-

(ROW)

area's sight distance

com-

with an asphalt reclaimer and

ADA stan-

using the

The work was completed by
Haron Corporation. The high-

gravel or

Reclamation of Emerson and

Edgewood Roads.

downs

Road.

dards.

ledge section, 100 feet long, was blast-

ed to make way

tip

1

bring them up to the

and seven

Dame

at the

Catch basin cleaning. Two weeks

Avenue

were shimmed or reconstructed to

the Fitts property.

to the following roads:

Madbury Road from

Hampshire

was completed on

drainage project

structures,

open up the

to

and make way

walk and

for pedestrians to

jog:

Mathes Cove Road, Langley Road,
Laurel Lane,

Old Piscataqua Road,

Riverview Road, Riverview Court,

Bunker Lane, Morgan Way, Williams
Way, Dennison Road and Edgewood

Road between Madbury and
Emerson Roads. Also, the program
included the town -wide Christmas
tree chipping.

Miscellaneous.

A Town -wide in-

ventory of traffic and street
signs

was performed

name

to identify any

missing or defaced signs. Repair

work was done throughout

An

inventory was

ment markings,

made

of

the year.

all

pave-

crosswalks, yield

symbols, turning arrows, lane lines

and center

lines.

With

this

informa-

we were able to create a bid list
have some painting done early in

tion,

(l-r):

Paul Halpin, \fWllI: James Currie, ^fW^V;

Raymond LaRoche

Sr.,

MWII;

to
Brian Beers.

Superintendent of Highways; Charlton Dill Highway Foreman; Michael Douglas,

MW

III.

the spring.

A bid packet was put to-

gether and a contract was awarded

graded, compacted and repaved

road was reestablished and

with 2" of 3/4" hottop binder. The

with the Texas

highway crew then adjusted

650 cubic yards of gravel was hauled
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Town

of

Durham

all

the

roller.

re- rolled

Approximately

to J.D. Enterprises to paint the

crosswalks, yield symbols, lane lines

and turning arrows.

New symbolic

Public
"No

signs for

Sidewalk" and
Bicycles

Do

"Wrong Way

March

lights

and equipment and placed

in

service the first of July. In July a

-

Not Enter" were posted

downtown

in the

on the

Bicycles

business loop

on

1995 3/4 ton

Road from Bagdad Road

to the be-

ginning of the area on Emerson

4x4 pickup

truck to

was

received.

replace the 1985 unit

Works

Road

that

was reclaimed

along with the addition of a side-

walk between the

17th.

1996 Goals

in 1995,

Littlehale en-

trances.

Guardrail on Bennett Road along
the

Lamprey River

Highland House corner and on
Packers Falls

Road

Completion of the new PubUc

in the area of the

at

Reclamation of Hampshire

Works FaciUty and being

able to

Avenue, paving of Tom Hall Road

move

more room

and overlaying

into a facility with

Dewey's
to store

equipment and consoUdate

Corner were replaced. Old deficient
operations.

Wood

Road, Lundy

Lane and Scotland Road with

1" of

hottop are also planned.

post and cable guard post were re-

moved and

replaced with

To continue

w-beam

level

post and railing.

the

The Highway Division took

deliv-

to give the highest

of service and maintenance to

community

to include the 1980

Mobil sweeper and 1984 Case back-

as resources will

permit.

new 1995 Ford L8000 in
early April. It was fitted with a new

The purchase of replacement
equipment
hoe.

ery of the

dump

body, plow and wing push

The completion of another
sive

- Brian S. Beers,
Superintendent of Highways

roadway resurfacing program.

Total reconstruction of

fi-ames, hydraulic system, safety

aggres-

Emerson

Tree

The

year 1995 was a very busy

year for the Tree

Warden with

approximately $7,500 in

award

Warden

directly

relates to the

community

maintenance and clean up cost be-

support and

ing expended.

involvement
in all aspects

1995 saw three major wind and rain

storms with 50-60
ed.

The year

ments

in

also

saw major

invest-

maintenance fi-om the

Companies

of tree care.

mph winds recordThe Town

also

received a
Utility

Small Business
that serve

our

area.

Association

The Town was honored with
17th consecutive Tree City

Award by

fully

USA

the National Arbor

Foundation.

Durham

and

is

Day

has success-

been awarded Tree City

since 1978

its

USA

the longest run-

ning Tree City in the

State.

This

Grant for
$3,400 for the
planting and
(l-r):

care of ten

Raymond

Osborne,

Jr.,

MWIII

and Michael Lynch, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds

shade
If

ever

your

trees.

1

can

assist

you in any of

tree projects or concerns,

please give

me a call

at 868-5578.

- Michael Lynch,

Tree

Warden
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Works

Public

Water Division
Hole Aquifer. 1996

is

the final year

of this 5 year study.

Pumped

over 61 million gallons

of water from the Lee Well to "The
System".

Purchased new gate box vacuum

and cleaned out

all

boxes in the

system.

Purchased and installed a crane

on W-2, the department
truck, to assist in lifting

the

many heavy

service

and moving

parts used in this

department.

Updated the department comput-

and

er to enable us to stay current
Michael Howcroft, Water

Techniciiir; .nul i,uy

Hodgdon, Supintitfiulcrit

Water and Solid Waste

o)

compatible with the other comput-

UNH. Due

1995 Accomplishments

our

fall

to the

flushing

drought

had

to

status,

be canceled.

Completed replacement of water
Provided technical support to the

main on Lundy Lane and Scotland

to

UNH treatment plant personnel to

our customers during the ex-

treme drought

this

summer.

keep

parties

velopment of the well not necessary.

Continued to implement recom-

II

& V Water Source Protection
Having

UNH and Town personnel.

reg-

amount of test-

to

to

meet the EPA regulations

and Copper. Our
that the system

is

latest tests

now in

for

Lead

show

compliance

with these regulations.

44

all

mains in cooperation with

Town

of

Durham

new pickup

new

to various

customer

and concerns.

Provided round the clock

sponse to over

1

re-

water line breaks

and numerous system alarms.

are required to do.

Completed the spring flushing
of

requests

Had

Continued testing and reporting

the valves in the system

UNH.

we

Responded

this protection plan

ing

in cooperation with

a

Provided water line installation

application for Phase

over 50 meters in the system by

all

on

inspection services for various

issues.

Meter testing was performed on

exercise

delivery

Received approval from the state

on our waiver

ulations.

audit.

Completed the yearly program

Took

truck for the department.

informed on day-to-

in place reduces the

both

state required training

construction projects in Town.

the weU., rede-

mendations from the water

all

day operation

Reconditioned the Lee Well

pump and inspected

Completed

office.

to maintain our certification to op-

Held monthly meetings with the

Provided uninterrupted service

Town

erate the water system.

Water Policy Task Force.

Road.

ers at the

the 5 year inspection of the

paint job at the Foss

Farm

3 million

gallon water tank completed.
ly

that

performed

this inspection

that the interior of the tank

Continued study of the Spruce

An

ear-

report from the engineering firm

is

is

in fine

shape but the outside needs some

Public
minor

repairs.

A video

Spruce Hole Aquifer.

of this un-

derwater inspection was produced

and

is

available for review.

Continue to work towards

Continue mandated testing of the
system according to

EPA and

Purchase a

Intensify flow testing to deter-

mine accuracy and proper

sizing of

electric generator

for the service truck,

an

electrically

operated gate wrench and a new wa-

larger water meters in the system.

ter line locator.

Continue to pursue automated
meter reading for the system. This
will greatly

improve the efficiency

Water Division

and accuracy of the meter reading
and

billing

program.

Continue improving and/or
placing failing water

re-

main through-

out town. Old Landing Road line
a priority for 1996.

Development and printing of a
construction and policy manual.

Complete the study of the

is

re-

State

The telephone numbers for

new

total

customer satisfaction and quick
sponse to customer's requests.

regulations.

1996 Goals

Works

Activities

the

Water

Department are 868-1001 or 868-5578.
- Guy

S.

Hodgdon,

Superintendent of Water and Solid Waste

Works

Public

mimmi<mimm>mim!!iimmiiitm»mm!xmmiii

pump

in the

Station

was

Dover Road Pumping

rebuilt

and

reinstalled in

ongoing

The driveway

Pumping

at the

Dover Road

Station was rebuUt

and

dump

truck.

outfitted with a

along with

make

repaved in May.

improvements pro-

gram, to replace the 17-year-old 3-5
ton

April.

capital

it

cle for

a

its

The new truck was

snow plow which,

downscaled

much more

size, will

Interceptor

ate tributaries

um
After extensive investigation of

an

were smoke tested in

effort to identify

some of the

problem areas of that system

as part

Infiltration Study. This

done
to try

is

being

all

parties involved have reached

an

agreement as to the corrective action
to

be undertaken. Plans are to have

by early summer of 1996.

During the

in areas of particular concern

and reduce the amount of ille-

1

first

ten

995 we removed and treated 261.11

metric tons of dry solids from the

Wastewater Treatment Plant.

treatment plant effluent, thus pre-

In September, a

new

1-ton

dump

truck was purchased as part of our

Wastewater Vital

Avg Flow
Effluent

Avg

venting

hypochlorite tanks and meter-

ing pumps.

it

Rebuild the #3 raw sewage
in the

from entering the

estuary.

pump

Dover Road Pumping

Station.

Test

two underground

fuel stor-

age tanks at the Treatment Plant.
install a

new influ-

ent composite sampler.

Replace existing 17-year-old hot

water storage tank.
Duane L.

Walker, Superintendent of

Statistics
Permit
Parameters

Avg. 1995
Total

Avg. 1994
Total

n/a

0.950

0.96

30MGL

TSS (MG/L)

min.

19.10

85%

92.20

30MGL

(MG/L)

% BOD Removal

Total

7-year-old sodi-

Wastewater

MGD

BOD

1

Also during 1995 the staff attended

% TSS Removal

Effluent

Avg

NH.

Purchase and

months of

water being treated at the

gal

to maintain

the problems associated with acti-

vated sludge aeration system,

the needed modifications completed

of our ongoing Inflow and

the State of

Replace existing

the collection system.

and some of its immedi-

and

tied into

line

Brook

field

their wastewater certification with

1996 Goals

maintenance program.
In August, the College

wastewater

practical vehi-

Four new houses were

of gravity sewer mains were cleaned

our annual sewer

keep abreast of changes in the

our needs.

In June, 53,623 feet or 10.15 miles

as part of

various seminars and courses to

min.

15.10

95%

93.40

Flow (MG)

348.00

Septage Received (GAL)

411,900.00

MGD

Million Gallons per

TSS

Total Suspended Solids

BOD

Biochemical Oxygen

Day

Demand

MG/L

Milligrams per Liter

MG

Million Gallons

GAL

Gallons

Avg. 1993
Total

Public

Works

Solid Waste Division
1995 Accomplishments
new

Started three

recycling pro-

grams:

-

Oil Based Paint, recycled over

450 gallons.

- Dry

Cell Batteries, recycled over

14,000 batteries of various

- Oil

Filters,

sizes.

recycled over 600

oil filters

Removal of this type of material from
our waste stream continues to reduce
our cost of solid waste disposal while
improving the environment.
(l-r):

Lloyd Gifford. M\Mll: Arthur

Recycling tonnage for 1995 was

down

recycling revenues were

1995

Est.

The

1994. (1994

up over
= $ 38,040

= $62,800).

\iiitfr. \I\VIII;

program

Once again this year we recyover 15,000 pounds of textiles.

idents.

After reviewing

needed

to ensure reliability

many

options for

prime unit

facility.

is

over

Our

current

Produced and distributed an updated Solid Waste Newsletter. This

document
residents

is

a very

who

handy

tool for

have questions on our

The

long term solid waste disposal, the

Town Council

sion was published in 1993

decided to contract

on the

years old.

1 1

recycling capabilities.

last ver-

and was

we have

disposal of solid waste with Waste

extremely outdated as

Management of NH, and

changed our recycling program

retain

mu-

nicipally operated collection of

refuse

and

recyclables as well as recy-

clable processing

by Town personnel.

As was anticipated, the Lamprey
facility was

Regional Solid Waste
closed on

November

Since that date the

20, 1995.

Town

has been

disposing of solid waste at Waste

Manage-ment's turnkey

facility in

Rochester, N.H.
for a

refuse packer to be purchased

in 1996. This

Not pictured: Christopher

new vehicle

many

times since that publishing.

Held

a

Household Hazardous
at our Solid

Waste collection day

Waste Management

Facility in

coop-

eration with the towns of Lee,

Newmarket and Nottingham. We
will plan to do this program every

of Water and Solid

Pickle,

MWIII.

wall

be

Durham

NH for review. Closure con-

cept will follow.
Staff

completed recertification

quirements for the
Operators

re-

NH Solid Waste

license.

Continued our close association
with the Northeast Resource
Recovery Association which provides markets for our recyclables

and keeps us on the cutting edge of

NH.

Completed a town-wide spring
and fall cleanup.

Compiled data and made
tion to

applica-

NHDES for the Waste Oil

Recycling Grant. These funds will be

used to cover, contain and improve

our waste

oil

handling area.

Completed bi-annual employee

other year.

Completed Phase

State of

recycling in

III

of the hy-

drogeologic study of the landfill on

Developed specifications

new

Guy Hodgdon, Superintendent

recycling Assistant.

collection route as well as hauling to

the Turnkey

textile recycling

continues to be well received by res-

cled

and James Sprague,

from 1994, however,

slightly

65% from

Waste;

Point Road. The study and
recommendations have been presented to the Town Council and the

evaluations.

Continued meeting with the
Recycling Committee to explore

Statistics

continued on next page.
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Public
Statistics

Works

- Tons of Material Marketed

Public

Works

Recycling Committee

The

Recycling

Committee

is

Durham's
cycling

model

may

to

for others to emulate.

note in the Public Works

port, oil based paint

October),
teries

oil filters

(May

were added to the

list

hard work and to

pants

As you

was decided

re-

encourage

to

It

resi-

dents to utilize existing organiza-

who

separate

for their

staff for

all partici-

and put out

their recyclables for collection;
ally is

it

re-

working!

tions such as Goodwill, at least
cell bat-

- Skip Grady, Public Works Director
For Chairman William "Bill" Skinner

for the time being.

of items

More paper

recycling in the

mercial section

is

com-

the primary goal

COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Jane Bristol
Joan Drapeau
Richard Fitts
Kate Glanz

for 1996.

ton continues to drop.
investigated the

construction and operation of a

J.

and guidance. Town

their

nage remains high while cost per

Mrs. Malcolm

Committee members

ideas

discarded but usable items such

collected for recycling. Total ton-

The Committee

port.

as books, electronic gear, etc.

-

and dry

Waste

Facility to recycle

at the Solid

be a

ever- expanding re-

program continues

"swap shop"

Management

pleased to report that

My appreciation

to the

Town

Council for their continued sup-

Chase makes a presentation of the Historical Murals for the Durham Post Office Lobby at the dedication ceremony
luh IS. (959. Photo courtesy of Durham Women's Club and Historical Association.
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Health
AND Welfare
Lamprey Health Care
primary medical care and oth-

The Program almost operates as a
"Friendly Callers" program in diat

er health related services to

the seniors

Care provides

Lamprey Health
residents of the

are

The Senior Transportation Program
operated by Lamprey Health Care is
one of the most important

checked on

thing

is all

to

right.

Health Workers

services

program

also

ings

not, they

if

population have access to Lamprey
Health Care busses twice a week.

program does

The busses provide necessary

trans-

portation for food shopping, for

medical appointments, the pharma-

homes and

up

at their

if

necessary The

Senior Transportation Program
affiliated

By

with

is

COAST.

Durham

were

residents.

The

busses are handicapped accessible.
Special appointments

which cannot

be incorporated into the
routes serving

Durham

With the

program

in this

loss

are arranged

ever.

community, our

more

calls

We are happy to accom-

we
modate all
can vnthin our program. To make
of those people that

an appointment

for transportation

residents can call 659-2424

and our

Transportation Coordinator

will

take care of scheduling the appoint-

ments and transportation

same

50

Durham's

of

mation

services provided

LINK

by

and education and

Durham
is

run on a
Computer (PC). INFO-

is

available for a

subscription fee and

dous program

for

is

minimal
a tremen-

anyone working

with cUents, patients, employees or

social ser-

people in general.

residents were pro-

vided with over 1,900
1995. This

nursing

variety of other infor-

available to

Personal

visits

Lamprey Health Care has

during

an increase and

ty at

Lamprey Health Care.

Our

increased capacity has

a prima-

ry mission to provide for the total

is at-

tributed to increased access capabili-

health needs of the residents of our

From

service area.

prenatal to geri-

and from prunary health
to transportation for seniors and information and referral, we take

at the

made

service to the residents of our local
area, including

Durham,

a

much

Durham

easi-

Our Newmarket Center

is

staffed by three family physicians and

a pediatrician.

Two Family Nurse

Practitioners, a support staff of

Registered and Licensed Practical

great pride in the services provided
to the

communities we

Community Health Workers rounds
out the medical team. Lamprey

Health Care also provides translation/outreach services to those in
need. Medical care provided includes

and

serve.

The support of the commimities
served by Lamprey Health Care is
critical to the

services.

Nurses, a nutritionist and

prenatal care, adult medicine

time.

Town

tion

er process.

of die FISH

service has been receiving

than

homes and a

atric care

specific

through the Transportation
Coordinator and a group of volunteers.

offices, hospitals, schools,

a vital

Lamprey Health Care include primary medical care, health promo-

vices.

year's end, over 1,000 rides

provided to

part of the health care for

The medical

are assisted with bundles

and with shopping

It is

municipal

officials, as well as local

elderly residents.

cy and for recreational trips.

Residents are picked

homes.

is

groups, government agencies and

a great deal toward

in their

INFO-LINK

referral.

dia of over 1800 agencies, support

This

keeping Durham's elderly independent and

serves the area

Lamprey Health Care's newest program and is a data base encyclope-

do necessary errands

to illness, etc.

med-

conditions.

mation and

from the

for their riders if they are unable to

for various

with social service and other infor-

The Transportation
(Drivers)

and follow-up

The Info-Center

be sure that every-

provided to residents of the area.
Durham's elderly and handicapped

do them due

ical

ride are in contact

with the program, and

of Durham.

Town

who

geriatric medicine, as well as screen-

We

continuation of our
appreciate the contin-

ued support of the Town of

Durham.
- PrisciUa M. Shaw
Director of Community Services
659-3106

Health and Welfare
Sexual Assault Support Services
Sexual Assault Support Services
(SASS) offers the following
vices:

crisis

ser-

hot-

advocacy (medical, emotional,

line,

and

24-hour rape

legal) for survivors

sault,

of sexual as-

support groups for survivors,

and

their parents

partners, child sex-

ual assault prevention

programs and

adolescent workshops (K-12), and

community

service referrals.

Assault Support Services are to
to

in their healing process

em-

and

to

to assure a supportive

educate the community, heightening

for the survivor.

awareness around sexual assault and

SASS

prevention. Another objective

its

to provide prevention

is

programs

throughout the school system, and
to

broaden awareness of the issues of

sexual assault

among

and harassment

students, teachers

strives to

work with

is

committed

to providing

programs to help prevent sexual vio-

and guarantee appropriate response and support for the survivor,

lence

to help

them

in their recovery

staff

and

are utilized in any

welcome

and

all as-

pects of the program.

police depart- Diane

ments and hospital

environment

process. Volunteers are

and the

community. In addition, the

The primary objectives of Special
power survivors and

them

Stradling, Executive Director

improve

staff to

436-4107

response to sexual assault cases and

support

COAST Transportation
Close liaison with the Seacoast

1995 Accomplishments
Safe

and timely movement of

nearly 500,000 persons

on public

communities, within

transit in 35

ganizational goal

-

tion in the implementation of the

fective levels possible. In 1996,

region's 20-year transit plan, pro-

COAST and the University of New

ex-

most

as the

cost-effective transit operator

Northern

New

England, and

in

creasing federal operating funds.

among

the

United

States, per the Federal

new

on both of the

(Farmington-Rochester

Newington)

,

less

&

Exeter-

cost-effective in the

than one year after

Maintenance, Financial, Capital and

Americans with

planning to ensure COAST, and
pecially the

communities we

from

es-

serve,

excellent planning of

our growing regional transit system.

and conmiunity

els

is

goal in

to maintain our existing lev-

of service and

community com-

declining federal operating funds.

We have accomplished
goal since 1989.
easy

and

it

trust.

Ongoing development of the
and Consolidation (TC2) prothis

program

is

working to cooperatively improve the

mitments in face of the challenge of

Disabilities Act

maximizes our public investment

gram. Currendy

1996

University are pur-

chasing service at a cost level that

ation

Our ongoing number one

Conducted of Strategic,

be going out for a

Regional Transportation Coordin-

1996 Goals

startup.

benefit

most

Section 15 report.

routes introduced in 1994

will

COAST and the
Maintaining our status

isting service levels in face of de-

Service expansion

Hampshire

cost-ef-

joint bid to verify/ensure that

or-

to maintain all

community commitments and

most

service delivery at the

century.

Achievement of number one

to offer

Metropolitan Planning Organiza-

gressing transit growth into the 20th

budget.

Ongoing commitment

It

this

primary

total public

efforts

funded transportation

of over 35 transportation pro-

viders in Strafford

and Rockingham

Counties.

-

Rad Nichols,

Assistant Executive Director

862-1931/1944

has not been

gets tougher every year.
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Health and Welfare
Health

Report

Officer's

Friends, relatives and residents
in general are often interested
in

knowing just what Health

A brief perusal

Officers do.

of some

of the activities engaged in this year
attests to the diversity

Durham

attended to by the

Community

of the matters

1995 the Health Officer attended

Hampshire Health
iation in

Concord

Protection

Program (discussion and case study
relating to public health

and vulnerable

problems

(as well as

tion.

Response Management Plans for
-(case study concerning

New

Center of

New

sion topics at the former included:

train derailment)

-

roles

recent closure of the

garbage incinerator to the windward

Town has already resulted in
very much improved air quality in

partment of Environmental Services

to

systems and

tattoo establishments.

by the Deputy Health

Assessment of

New Hampshire

radon exposure measurements by

Rules follow-

Env-Ws

He

RSA 130-A

-

PI 600 and

ducted foster

home and

files

of

educational materials relating to

ties

may call

Officer. Interested par-

868-2073.

child care

- Richard Blakemore, Health

inspections (some 15 or so),

Officer

formally

-

inasmuch

as the

(in-

Towm's

restaurants are also inspected regu-

Poisoning Prevention and Control

larly

Act).

proved food and beverage use appli-

NH

Officer.

Residents are reminded that

by the Health
Also in 1995 the Health Officer con-

facility

were assumed

801.

(Lead

Case studies of recent

test pits

public health matters are maintained

food establishment inspections
of

a

and inspection of septic

to licensing

governing tattoo practitioners and

Town.

bome

The

of Health Officers.

Adoption of New Hampshire De-

(NHDES) Emergency

NHDES

side of

Hampshire

"Water

in Manchester). Discus-

changes to

questionnaires were completed, in-

Officer's Assoc-

Hampshire

Amendments

ducted within the Town. Several

dealing with groundwater protec-

Review of New Hampshire Rules

at the

amendments

water/well sample analysis con-

the vicinity. Responsibilities relating

New

Expo" held

ing

DES

cluding a recent one for the

adults).

New Hampshire Emergency
Towns

Health Officer. During

several meetings of the

New Hampshire Adult

by the

cations,

district sanitarian), ap-

and discussed proper setup

food-

of residential kitchens involved in
disease outbreaks (salmonel-

distribution of food to the public.

losis, shigellosis

and yersiniosis).

New Hampshire

The

rabies spread

Officer received notice of, but

was not required to act in regard
asbestos abatement projects

update.

to,

and

Welfare Director's Report
Durham's general assistance,

maintaining a Hst of places

although not high, has in-

in the area that give aid

and

creased again this year.

tance to people. This

very useful

Jennie Berry disperses, collects, and
validates the information
plications.

52

lent job

She

Town

of

also does

Durham

on
an

all

ap-

excel-

for those times

when

is

the

assis-

Town does

not offer the kind of assistance

needed (such

as

temporary hous-

ing).

Durham

will

most

likely

con-

tinue to see an increase in local welfare expenses as

and Federal

funds from the State

level decrease.

- Clara

Varney, Welfare Director

AND Recreation
Durham

The

Conservation Commission

Conservation Commission

has a State legislative
date to inventory,

man-

manage

and protect the natural resources of
the Town.

The Commission

an advocate

Town

acts as

for conservation in

and

affairs,

formation for

as a source of in-

Town

residents.

1995 Accomplishments
Reviewed, on-site, 13 applications submitted to the

NH Wedands

Board by Durham property owners
for projects such as a

rugby

field,

culvert placement, a large parking

dock construction, and home

lot,

In August Aquatic Control Technology used the "Ad.,

building that impacts wetlands or

clean out the overabundant weeds

\

iii

\l,

liu-

Monster", a hydrorake, to

Mill Pond.

shoreland.

Held a public hearing
to discuss the

in

March

proposed vegetation

control project in the Mill Pond.

Fourteen residents attended and expressed no objections.

We also

tracted with Dr. Garrett

con-

Crow of

UNH to survey the proposed treatment

area for the presence of en-

dangered or otherwise sensitive
plants; he

found that we could pro-

ceed without undue adverse impact.

and the sources and

rate of sedi-

LaRoche,

Jr.

with Durham's second

ment accumulation.

Conservation Award

Working with Planning Director
Rob Houseman, and with strong

March.

support from

UNH intern Sloane

Deluke we have drafted

a

at the

Town Meeting in

Informational

1996 Goals

Sand and
Complete the Sand and Gravel

Gravel Excavation Ordinance and

accompanying regulations

for con-

Town Council.
Although Durham presentiy has no
sand or gravel pits, we also have no
sideration by the

Excavation Ordinance and forward
it

to

Town Council

Prepare a

silt

agement plan

for action.

and sediment man-

for the Mill

Pond.

ordinance to guide their establish-

The

project was carried out

by

Work with

ment or management.

Aquatic Control Technology of

Protection of

For the third year, we continued

Northborough, Massachusetts in
October, using equipment called a

"Muck-Mess Monster" by the
press.

local

We are now negotiating with
County Conservation

the Strafford
District

and

US

Natural Resources

Conservation Service for a study of
silt

depth and chemistry in the pond

to

work with

the Planning Board

and Town Council on

revision of

the Shoreland Protection article of

the

Town Zoning

Finally,

Forests

the Society for

New Hampshire

on an action plan

the watershed of the

to protect

Town/UNH

reservoir.

David

T.

Funk, Chairman

Ordinance.

we were

pleased to rec-

ognize Buildings and Grounds employees Mike Lynch and Ray
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Culture and Recreation
Parks and Recreation Committee
This was done by the Cavendish
Partnership, of Cavendish, Vermont.

The planning process included
ries

a se-

of community involvement fo-

rums. As we move toward the close
of the year, planning
establish
for

motion

in

is

to

an organizational structure

Wagon

Hill

which

is

aimed

at

gradual implementation of the

One

Plan.
to

objective of the plan

is

minimize the amount of Town

funds needed for implementation.

Development of usage and pricing
policy

Town

is

underway

to insure that

recreation properties

and

events attract appropriate returns.
Citizens reviewing the master plan of

Wagon

Hill

Farm

Work

is

also

underway

to start

promoting use of the Town's many

Recent

had seen the

years

Committee spending most of
its

time in data collection

and planning. This

Committee
of its

year, the

implementation

started

Strategic Plan.

first

Strategic Plan

The

was limited to a one

year time frame, pending the out-

come of a key 1994 recommendation,

which was

to create a position

for a Recreation Advocate.

Without

such a paid position, the Committee

would be unable

to

make much

progress beyond providing recreation land

and running a few annual

community
Flint,

events. In

May, Larry

formerly Recreation Director

in Newrport, took
to start a

up the challenge

Durham

gram from

other groups, such as

UNH, ORYA,

other Town recreation directors and
various Town entities, as a means of
expanding Durham recreation opportunities. At the
six

for

months on the
an exciting

ation
a

program

end of

job, a

framework

community
is

initiated in the

Durham's entry

recre-

emerging. Already,

number of program

been

his first

firsts

have

form of

into the

functions (with assistance from

and bus

He

also acted to coordinate the rein-

statement of the
Picnic,

Durham Day

which was held

in August.

recreation pro-

scratch. His duties in-

Another major breakthrough has
completion of a

clude significant responsibilities for

been

fund-raising and

Master Plan for Wagon Hill Farm.

54

for liaison with

Town of Durham

to oversee the

use by

some long time

residents for

many decades, but are not so well
known by newer residents. The
Committee

also

is

working with the

Trustees of the Trust

op and promote
for

Fund

to devel-

a recreation plan

Doe Farm.

boast that

all

year,

we cannot

of the tasks outlined

in the Strategic Plan were

plished, but a plan

from UNH),

trips to special events.

These roads have seen recreational

At the close of the

Hershey

Races, walking clubs, Halloween

recreation students

Class VI roads for recreational use.

is

accom-

in place

and

the vision for Durham's parks
recreation

is

much

clearer

and

than

ever before!

-Anne Whinenbury,

Chair

Culture and Recreation
Historic District Commission
1995 Accomplishments
Three restoration projects

in the

Historic District for 1995 will en-

hance townspeoples' pleasure in

many

their historic resources for

The

years to come.
restoration

the

first

first is

the

by Mark Henderson of

of four exterior walls of the

Joshua Ballard house prominently
situated across the street

Durham

from the

Post Office. This house

was the popular meeting spot
1790s and the

in the

early 1800s for the

movers and shakers of Durham, the
State,

and the

fledgling Nation. At

56 Newmarket Road

is

the charm-

Joshua

HalliirtI

House. C. 1790, restored east wall.

ing, refurbished outbuilding of re-

tired Professor Charles Leighton

and developers of some of our most

which was the outhouse

historically

for the

The

school in this district.

preserva-

tion of this structure allows for

its

reuse in 1995 as a storehouse with-

out destroying

its

significance as a

important structures we

expect that they will be carried out
carefully
closely

and thoroughly.

We are

monitoring work on the HiU-

Woodman-Ffrost-Sawyer property,

19th century school outhouse. For

the Rundlett House, and Core Health

the third restoration project of

Services, Inc.

which the townspeople may be

HDC member, Marion James, retired UNH
ing article prepared by

Professor of History

Department the boundaries of the
Historic District have been recon-

which

The

Historic District

new map of the

has been drawn by Kal

Trustee of the University.

Commission

is

Durham

now

Doukmak

included in the

from

Pamela Worthen. were included

boarding and

signs.

CompHance

is-

Commission's time
the

this year.

package mailed to

When

HDC gives approvals to ovmers

UNH Ph.D. candidate in history, is
ably carrying

on

the job.

State Historic Preservation Office for

a photographic survey of historic
sites in

Durham.

Plan a walking tour of the Historic

com-

munity.

- Nancy

Sandberg, Chair

in a

all resi-

dents of the District in an effort to
increase understanding of

sues took the balance of the

but very fortunately James Walsh, a

District for the benefit of the

Zoning Ordinance. These

conditions this year for items such

special

be missed by the Commission,

District

materials, along with a letter

roof repairs, reclap-

the thoughtfial input of Paul Flynn
will

buildings and

issued twelve(12) approvals wdth

as renovations,

demands of a new job

To obtain grant funds from the

With help from the Planning

firmed and a

and former

to the

1996 Goals

justi-

fiably proud, please see the follow-

Due

how the

Historic District Ordinance works to

preserve the town's history.
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Culture and Recreation
tion plan

and a restoration mason,

NH

John Wastrom of Rollinsford,

was asked,

HDC,

of the

at the suggestion

from

to oversee the project

the time of preparation through the
actual rebuilding. Michael Lynch,

town Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds, was

the

charged with the responsibility of
coordinating or bringing together
the people and equipment neces-

on August

sary for the task. Finally,
1st

of

this year,

Mr. Wastrom,

William and David Allen

masons

ne Town Pound,

neanng completion after shUful masonry work of John Wastrom
masons William and David Allen (not piaured).

(pictured)

and

assisting

back

A

terest.

Restoration of the

Durham Town Pound

it

restoration of the

Town Pound

this past

Durham
summer was

teenth and eighteenth centuries,

fell

most New England towns built
pounds in which to keep stray animals. The example in Durham, sit-

Lori Wilson.

Point Road,
sive

with

its

stone walls.

is

particularly impres-

massive six-foot high
also

It is

one of the

oldest extant edifices of

New Hampshire,

its

kind in

dating from 1709.

While most town pounds have

col-

lapsed or vanished completely, this

when

the rear wall

The town

its

to await

the

pound

and the proper

to undertake the repair
itself

of

Replacing the huge

stones carefully and accurately

ac-

cording to their historic position, and
at the

these assets, the

Durham pound was

same time achieving

stability,

was to be the greatest problem.
Ultimately, the project engaged the
efforts of

many people. The town

Works Department and

included in the Historic American

Public

Building Survey of the 1930's as

Historic District

possessing exceptional historic in-

(HDC) cooperated on
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Town

of

Durham

integrity,

day, thanks

to

all

these

Town Pound had
its

former

state

the

Commission
the restora-

and

Hampshire.
- Marion

an appropriate

time, adequate funds,

equipment

process,

important place in the history of

New

the stones loosely inside the

—

the historic

been restored

repaired the

house and, with a crane, deposited

pound

By the end of the

to the very able efforts of

men,

back into the house of Ian and

one has the distinction of being unusually well preserved. Because of

maintaining architectural

place.

A crisis, however, occurred three and
a half years ago

Durham

rebuild the

while securing the stones firmly in

an event worthy note. In the seven-

uated off Route 108 on

wall.

site to

Throughout the

they paid the closest attention to

has been deposited in the Library

of Congress.

The

local

and Neil Duncan, crane operator
from the Badger Rand Company,
gathered at the

record and description of

—

interested in the project,

E.

James

Culture and Recreation
Durham Public Library
Durham

1995 ffighlights of Children's

Room Activities:

Day:

Little

author/illustrator,

Several series of pre-school story

storyteller,

Red Wagon,

Bruce McMillan,

Ann Jennison.

Summer employment

times.

Thompson with
ries

memo-

sUdes and

of life at Canterbury Shaker

Village; Professor Khlief tracing the

family tree.

of an

Oyster River High School student.

Due to Inadequate Funding:

Special story times for large

Adult Activities included:

groups.
Several series of film

programs

Monthly

Passes to the Children's

Bagdad Woods

visits to

Museum

of Portsmouth and the McAuliffe

Planetarium were not renewed.

with books.
for pre-schoolers.

Durham

Day: CeUa Thaxter, as

Library tours for visiting classes,

portrayed by

Donna

Rule; Darryl

Book purchases were

including Oyster River, and for the
Active Retirement Association.
Visits to

most

classes

Way and Moharimet

severely

limited.

- Claudia Morner,

Librarian

Public Library Statistics

of the Mast

schools.

Registrations:

Circulation:

Residents (adult)

NH summer reading program,

1387

Juvenile (Oyster River) .... 806

"Saddle up a good book".

Summer crafts and parties.

Juvenile

Books

20,452

Youth Books

2,298

Browse

12,090

Videos

2,545

Audio Books

636

Oyster River Youth Association
year was a very exciting

Theand

productive one for the

Oyster River Youth
Association (ORYA).

good

Executive Director was hired; existing programs were expanded;

new

to broad-

en and increase enrollment; training
for volunteer coaches

rooms improved, and

refriger-

ation system was added, insuring

A new

programs were developed

ahead of schedule), roof installed,
locker

was increased;

ice surface for

of coundess hours of volunteer

work and

effort.

ORYA is hoping to

make full use of the
year, when it will be

facihty

by next

totally opera-

and construction of the Oyster

tional

River Recreation Center at Jackson's

season,

Landing took a giant leap forward

grams, indoor soccer, tennis, base-

toward completion.

ball,

The dream

Special emphasis for 1996 will be to

to have a year-round,

multi-use recreational

facility for

the

youth of Durham, Madbury and Lee

became

a reality this year.

A con-

by the

and

start

of winter skating

available for art pro-

and community

involve

more

new

figure skating

and a

program.

ORYA

new programs

Additional focus will also be put on
fund-raising, expanding

grams and improving

ORYA

is

girl's

pro-

field access.

a volunteer, non-profit or-

ganization, dedicated to the kids of

Durham, Madbury and

Lee,

and

possible only through the innumer-

social activities.

children in

grams. Several

ages 4-6, children's theater,

winter pro-

grams. All improvements were the
result

indoor tennis for children

soccer,

pro-

able hours of

work and boundless

energy of its supporters. This com-

munity

spirit

proach makes
keeps

it

and grass-roots ap-

ORYA

unique, and

flourishing.

are

ready to go, including track and

- Cathy

Caron, Executive Director

868-5150
crete floor

was poured

(a full

year

field,

K-2 basketball, K-12 indoor
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Parks and Recreation Advocate
Wagon

Farm.

Hill

A total

of 54 rac-

ers participaed in the first

Wagon

annual 5K

Farm Trot and

Hill

Hill

Farm. The return

Day

Picnic saw

cross

at

more than 500

resi-

dents and volunteers participate in a
variety of activities

from dunking

booth, boat rides, historic displays,

viewing of the

Wagon

Hill

Farm

nity to enjoy

Farms —

and communicate with

at

Emery

a public, private

and

University project that offered to

more than 500

riders a recreation

Halloween experience. The

signifi-

cance was the cooperation of local
business,

town government and

University of

Master Plan, and have the opportu-

for

trails.

Haunted Hay Rides

Wagon
of Durham

country race, also held

and general management plan

New Hampshire

stu-

dents working together for the bet-

terment of the community.

their neighbors. This event helped to

promote the "Sense of Community"

Flint,

party for K-4 students, 25 kids

had the

tage of the recreation program.

The Durham Town

Parks and Recreation

Budget

as part of the

to

Town
Durham

1995

work with the

Parks and Recreation Committee

and

promote recreational

to

ties for

tion

activi-

the community. This posi-

was requested by the Durham

Parks and Recreation Committee
ter several years

The town used

and

seeking.

fill

Newport, NH, was selected

etary grant for the

New Hampshire Gentlemen,
and The McGann Clan. Santa's arrival on a Durham Fire Department
and

Pumper was a big hit with the children. Wagon Hill Farm has had several

hundred people participant

snow sUding

activities

came

in

each day since

early to the sea-

first

Durham Day
community

Picnic revived as a

gathering.

Christmas Tree Lighting

Developing a network of

commu-

community gathering

Family Board

—

58

Town

of

Durham

Durham Hershey Track and Field
first Town recreation team to

in sev-

Gym Day at Oyster

Christmas break for students.

the Buildings and

Establishment of a

trail

policy

I

want

to

thank

Grounds

Division, Police Department, Fire

Depart-ment,
participate in state track meet.
at

the

Game Day and

Most importantly,

and people.

Stadium

and the Durham Day Picnic held

—

River Middle School during the

Recreation Advocate.

nity resources

July Celebration at Cowell

Trail"

complete the project.

Family Open

Parks and

as the

ducted included the of the 4th of

"Cocheco

this trail in November and will
work throughout the winter to

largest

1995 Accomplishments
Hiring of

were con-

mon-

eral years for this holiday event.

Parks and Recreation

activities that

Durham

first

sign. Volunteers started clearing the

Advocate.

Summer

gave the

Oyster River Middle School Band

and

from

Durham Doers

Parks and Recreation the

the position.
Flint

participated

along with 30 parents took advan-

in singing carols, listening to the

coast.

a combination of

Lawrence "Larry" W.

Durham

is

largest turn out in years as

vwnter 1995

staff in the evaluation process

to select

first

af-

of intense study.

citizens, professional recreators

Town

Durham

more than 200 people

Council

approved the hiring of a

Advocate

that

and Recreation Advocate

Parks

Annual Durham Halloween

The
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony
theme
Larry

First

Town

Clerk

Town

office,

Office

staff.

Parks and

Recreation Committee and Larry

Culture and Recreation
Wood, Town Administrator

Durham

ation programs:

for

their support to help create a

place,

Emery Farms, The

smooth

Main

Street Music,

transition in the develop-

ment of Durham Parks and
Recreation.

I

want

and Recreation programs. The

become

a

port.

I

need to recognize the

UNH

for

Publicize

Restaurant,

an outstanding

recreational activities.

Develop

Hardware.

a Friends of

Durham

1996 Goals

Develop an Adopt- A- Park and
trail

Finally,

program.

Develop programs to promote
Volunteer program of needs and

wellness for the community.

wants to get the community inCreate traditional and non-tradi-

effort in

Durham community.

and market Durham

parks and natural resources for

and Houghton's

Management
tional recreation

providing Halloween activities for

need

Campus

partic-

recre-

without their continued sup-

the

ipation.

Recreation organization.

reality

class for

Bagelry,

Dentist Bruce Bragdon, Young's

many volunteers who have given
freely of their time to Durham Parks

Recreation Program

mote family and community

Conven-ience, Red Onion Deh,

to thank the

ation programs could not

Market-

programs

volved.

for the

- Lawrence "Larry" W. Flint
Parks and Recreation Advocate

community.
I

to recognize several businesses

continued support of our recre-

Develop non-athletic type pro-

grams and

special events to pro-

July Fourth Citizens Committee
July Fourth Citizens

TheCommittee

for assisting in setting

was made of the

following people from the
three communities of

Durham,

Lee,

and Madbury. Durham representa-

Donna and Dave

tives

Suzanne Dev, Lorrie

Langley,

Pitt,

Greg

Moore, Ron O'Keefe, and Larry
Flint;

Lee representative, Elaine

Gauthier; and
tives,

Gail

Madbury

representa-

Houghton and Melissa

Walker.
like to

thank:

Mike Lynch, Durham Building
and Grounds Superintendent

for ar-

ranging for the fireworks display
his

fire

crew for setting up Cowell

Field for the July 4th event.

The Durham

Fire

Department

pro-

protection for the

Bank

-

face painting

Durham

and

balloons.

-

Parks and Recreation

evening.
children's activities.

The Durham
University of

Police Department,

New Hampshire

and the Durham

Lee,
Fire

Departments for the chicken

Police Explorers

The Durham Town Council and

Town officials, and the Lee and
Madbury selectman for soHciting
donations

Durham and Madbury

Police

for providing traffic control.

at the gate.

The Oasis

The committee would

and

viding

up and

Steel

Band

barbecue.
University of

the use of Cowell Stadium

tainment.
Joe Morganella for being the DJ

the generosity from businesses,

towns who donate

and the

money at the
that make this

collection of

gates to this event
truly a tri-town

fireworks.

ular event.

Place

and Durham House of Pizza

Federal Savings

Bank and Granite

its

citizens, the three

with easy listening music before the

Food vendors: Durham Market

and

for

equipment.
It is

for enter-

New Hampshire

community

The crowd was estimated

at

spectac-

more

than 7,000 spectators for the fun
Continued on next page.
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filled

An

evening.

thank you

letter

games

excerpt ft-om a

from an out-of-state

visitor best expresses the 4th of July

event: "I looked
lies

around

at the fami-

enjoying picnics on blankets

spread on the

field; calling hellos to

afar.

was small town America. The back-

Everyone seemed so

friendly, relaxed

and happy. Then we

bone of this

sat in the stands

and when the

glad to be there and participate in

Star

I

Spangled Banner played thousands
stood and sang

it

fireworks went

off; in

together.

The

was so

- Larry
Parks

first

and

it".

Flint

Recreation Advocate

the spotlight

the flag was waving in the breeze.

one another; the children playing

great nation.

It

The Durham Swans
Looking skyward in February,

nesting rituals.

It

seemed

and flew

like the

watch for swans returning

female swan sat on the nest forever,

home

Durham. The seasonal change of longer days and

but

warmer

swans (cygnets) appeared

to

air gets the birds

rewed-up.

it

takes forty days to hatching

Then two

time.

of May.

February
a foggy

1995

17,

and

be recalled as

vfiii

tragic day. In late after-

noon, three swans electrocuted

week

Newmarket bridge
a

Oyster River and Mill Pond. All

the nearby buildings

Two hundred

became

dark.

students were evacu-

ated from the Middle School. Were
these just a few

wayward

birds

not our nesting

Durham

swans?

Only

a few swans

showed up

at the

A

after their parents.

one was gone.

could

It

and

black

bill

serving

for
17, a

appeared.

The other

its

parents

then, in the

it

its

From ob-

was seen

flying.

seemingly giant contraption

was a

It

hydrorake to dredge and clean out

Nature has a way of heahng

itself.

the excess vegetation clogging the

Within a week, sadness became joy

water ways for the swans and ducks

when

and other

a pair of swans appeared

the ice in the Mill

Pond and walked

or skated toward me.
believe

ver

on

my eyes when

I
I

spotted a

discovery provided ecstacy.

The

When

the ice started melting, the swans

60

Town

to their

of

and managed

cessfully provide a

the male swan and his mate.

down

Commission

led the task

band we had placed on Walter

settled

the Conservation

could not
sil-

mating and

Durham

sage.

David Funk and

wdldlife.

tack-

to suc-

waterway pas-

The swans and ducks

all

stayed off to one side not the least
bit disturbed.

A week before Veteran's Day, the
young swan sensed

pond did not

freeze

will

look forward to their return

in 1996. Sadly, though, they vwll

who

be

will

leave the nest, as youngsters do, to

begin families of their own.

week of October

entered the swan's world.

the

its

with an orange one and

grey feathers with white.

when

over until early December.

turtle

cygnet grew and soon replaced

About

awhile in the estuary and then dis-

it.

year

without the young swans

hungry mink or snapping

It

This was earlier than the previous

We

percent (50%) of water fowl or

could have devoured

The parents followed a week later.
became very cold indicating that
swans are forecasters of weather.

end

have gotten a viral infection as do
fifty

that run over the

later

grey baby

Memorial Day they pa-

raded proudly

themselves by flying into the wires

at

On

fluffy

off perhaps to Great Bay.

the cold weather

- Margery Milne, Keeper of the Swans

Special Advisory

Committees
msm«im^y^'smT^m-m

Lamprey River Management
has been year when
This
many of the Lamprey River
a

Advisory Committee's goals

been

for the past three years have
realized.

the National Park Service has been

protection of important river char-

extending help to Newmarket for

acteristics.

redeveloping their mills, and has offered landscape
to

Durham

and design

for fish passage

enhancement

at the

services

and

River

completed in

Management
late 1994,

WiswaU dam.

circulat-

Towns of Lee, Durham and
Newmarket. With this endorse-

when

teers in

implementing the Plan,

wall

be an ongoing

Developing better canoe access to
the

LRAC Members:
Durham: John

river.

Hatch, Dick Lord,

Judith Spang, Dave Funk, Dick

Dewdng

Durham and Newmarket

into

Lee: Sharon

Providing for public and landowner information

on water

pollution,

The Wild and Scenic

archeology of the

troduction to Congress. Already,

Wellington

Newmarket: Susan Beaulieu, Chris
land conservation and history and

Schoppmeyer

river.

bill

awaiting in-

Meeker (Chair), Joe

Ford, Brian Giles, Kitty Miller, Dick

water conservation, wdldlife habitat,

the national Wild and Scenic River

is

month,

to the public.

ational opportunities.

was

the three towns also

has been drafted and

open

activity.

Enhancing low-impact recre-

designation of the Lamprey River in

system.

are

Library.

RMAC are held on

the second Tuesday of every

and

now be-

voted overwhelmingly to support

Lee,

and Dimond

-Judith Spang, Secretary

working together

A significant milestone

Hall

are available at

Priorities include:

to protect the river.

passed

The Committee welcomes volunwhich

gin to implement the plan-assisting
in

Town

Meetings of the

the

upstream towns

Copies of the Lamprey River

the

1996 Goals

ed and enthusiastically adopted by

ment, the Committee can

upper parts of the Lamprey.

Management Plan

Plan,

was

to

site

1995 Accomplishments
The

Restoration of anadromous fish

Eppittg: Kevin Martin

Working with the

State,

Town

boards and the public to encourage

Library Services Task Force

The

Force (LSTF) completed

of the tasks

it

March

all

was assigned

by the Town Council charge
lished in

community - based

Library Services Task

1994.

estab-

We finalized

our recommendations and completed a report which was presented to
the

Town Council

in September.

Durham Town

that the

Council establish a

ter.

While a community library

is

a

long-term goal, several strategies

cus on the needs and desires of the

could be implemented to improve

Durham, and

library services within the current

citizens of

it

should

The LSTF
Town of

be readily accessible to the citizens

fi-amework. To this end.

while retaining a close, cooperative

recommends

relationship with the
in order to
services.

The LSTF recommends

public library.

This community library should fo-

UNH Library,

make use of its

extensive

Consideration should also

be given to developing the
Public Library as a

that the

Durham:
Renegotiate the 1906 Agreement

with

UNH.

Issues to be discussed

Durham

community

cen-

Continued on next page.
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Special Advisory Committees
include: a governing

body

Place a

for the

town, physical separation of

Durham and

book depository

in the

Mill Plaza.

While the Library Services Task

UNH collections,
Establish a capital

funding, parking and personnel.

The Town must recognize that
more money is needed to improve
library services (72% of survey respondents were willing to pay ad-

port a

community

fund to sup-

library.

meeting to discuss the develop-

When

a physical separation

is

Board of Trustees

closer at hand, a

needs to be established to manage
the

group

to fund- raise, search,

recom-

Durham

they

will

need

may be appointed by

the

Town

Council, but eventually they should

to

citizens.

Durham
Dimond

be resolved include:

Search for a suitable

Durham Pubhc

site for

is

being renovat-

compact with

ed, renegotiating the

site for

the

Public Library while

Library

UNH, and

with persons more reflective of the

be established. Issues

finding a temporary

staff

community's needs.

group
that

be elected by the

Room

ment of a community library. It is
hoped that a Friends of the Library

Public Library. Initially

mend and lead.
Replace the Children's

Force has been dissolved, a group
of interested citizens has been

ditional taxes for library services).

Organize a Friends of the Library

1996 Goals

funding sources.

the

- Roni

Library.

Pekins, Chair

Business Park Committee
Durham
TheCommittee

Business Park
advises the

Town

Council on economic devel-

opment of the
off

US

Route

29-acre parcel of land

4,

property improvements necessary to

renderings of possible

accommodate prospective occu-

landscaping, and architectural stan-

pants.

A

mittee's

foundation for the com-

ongoing

efforts has

laid through contacts

abutting the

been

Department of

tion with the State

Town acquired in 1994 in settlement of a legal suit. Bordered by

Resources and Economic Develop-

ment, the Pease Development Au-

the Oyster River and Johnson Creek

thority, the Office

and zoned

the Strafford Regional Planning

for Office

meadow

uses, this

an unusually
business

and Research

land

attractive

is

considered

and unique

of State Planning,

Commission, Strafford County
chambers of commerce, and Dr.
James Morrison

site.

(UNH

emeritus

vice president for research

The committee — made up of

and pub-

lic

Rief,

Wood

During the past

year,

Wood and members
tee

have met with a

Administrator
of the commit-

number of per-

sons and small firms interested in
the park. In early Fall, a local busi-

ness leader
this

who

community

has been an asset in
for the past

—

to find space in

Durham

The

The committee analyzed various ap-

nities.

proaches that could be used in mar-

to build a 10,000-square-foot

missary costing approximately

presented to the Council and

$450,000 and creating,

sional appraiser's assessment of the

Planning Board

new jobs

market value, and cost

62

infi-astructure

Town

of

esti-

work and

Durham

commu-

prospective tenant plans

keting the park and, this past

mates for

for ex-

service).

soils

land's

2 years

his business or to accept re-

surveys of the property, a profes-

acquired topographical and

1

informed the committee of his need

location offers from other

Walter Rous, Arthur Grant and
Larry

be applied within the park.

panding

Councilors Ralph Bristol, George

Town Administrator

dards and treatments which might

and consulta-

Wastewater Treatment Plant, which
the

site locations,

for

its

Fall,

general concept

development of the park, en-

hanced by Councilor Rous' visual

(in

com-

initially,

15

addition to the 60 per-

sons currentiy employed by the
firm), with another 10 to 15 posi-

Special Advisory Committees
tions anticipated within five years.

maximize the natural elements, and
to capitalize

The appUcant's

on the already

existing

and

its

covenants provide a model

for use with

prospective park

all

original letter exattributes."

tenants/owners.

erty within the park emphasizes the

This type of mutual-interests ap-

standards the committee seeks to

proach by both parties enabled the

Town Council approved a $11 0,000
investment from the Community

pressing interest in obtaining prop-

apply to

its

ongoing development:

"We are sensitive to the desires of
community in creating a pleas-

the

ing

facility.

We will carefUlly consid-

er the aesthetics of

and the viewscapes

both the building
...

To

this end,

design of the building will be given
careful attention. Facades will

be

crafting of a land-transfer

deed

in-

UDAG-grant monies remaining

corporating protective covenants

which require Town Council ap-

from the Data General

proval of landscaping, exterior light-

provide town water, sewer and elec-

ing and architectural plans for the

trical service at

and the building; prohibit out-

site

give the

Town

right of

sources for the project

refusal to

repurchase the property and/or ap-

Additionally, landscape architects

proval rights

be employed to treat the

site,

to

owner

suing private

first

if

the property

sold to another owner.

is

to

project) to

the site and

staff are assisting the

any materials; and

side storage of

given special attention to detail.

will

Development Reserve Fund (former

Town
in pur-

and public financing

- W. Arthur Grant,

Chair

be

The deed

Water Policy Task Force

The

1994 Report of the Water

Town and

long-term benefits of upgrading the

the major portion of the

existing 60-year-old University water

University's daily water supply; the

treatment plant versus constructing

Lamprey
supply]

have a sufficient, economical supply

new treatment plant (as recommended by the Task Force). The
accuracy of supply and demand data

of high-quality water going into the

used in projecting future water

Policy Task Force proposes a

number of actions

the

Town

and the University should consider
to assure that

21st Century.

both communities

The Water

Advisory Committee

Ralph

Bristol,

will

Policy

— Councilors

George Rief and

Arthur Grant, former Councilor
William Duncan, and
Administrator Larry
guides the

Town Council

needs of the two communities was

—

in imple-

The engineering

also evaluated.

study's findings will help chart a

course for the
to

Town

Wood

a

Town and

University

eas

is

active in other ar-

recommended by

the Task Force:

menting the 1994 report.
At the committee's recommendation.

Town Council and

The Town Administrator

on

a

representatives serve

Durham-Lee-Madbury

citizens

commission studying non-point

the

University engaged the Dufresne-

(surface water) pollution sources

Henry, Inc. engineering firm to

and needed protection of the Oyster

make

River and

a financial analysis of the

is

charged with coordinating the
Planning Board's development of a

Water Resources Master Plan and
the Conservation Commission's de-

velopment of watershed and aquifer

Improvement of water
the

service in

Hampshire Avenue- Scotland

Road
Committee

the emergency backup

protection ordinances.

pursue in the years ahead.

The committee

is

areas of

Durham

in 1995 in-

volved a major replacement of deteriorated mains

and piping. This

$100,000 project begins a five-year
plan to address the most serious deficiencies in the

Town's distribution

Lamprey River watersystem.

comparative costs,

feasibility

and

sheds.

[The Oyster River provides

Continued on next page.
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Special Advisory Committees
The committee and Town Council
and reviewing

anticipate receiving
(in 1996)

UNH

tional

groundwater supply source

Town and

for the

Thomas

Prof.

the Spruce Hole aquifer as an addi-

University.

Lamprey River when the Town and
UNH must draw from that source for
backup water supply to offset extreme
drought conditions (an action neces-

BaUestero's multi-year technical

The committee continues

study of the feasibiUty of developing

to

be

two of the past three

sary in

concerned about impacts on the

- W. Arthur

years).
Grant, Chair

Pease Part 150 Study Committee

The

final

"FAR

Part 150 Noise

Study and Recommenda-

(

FAA)

committee and distributed

February

of 1996 to accept or reject the plan.

in June.

tential

accepted the plan and forwarded

ity

it

to the Federal Aviation Authority

Durham

Rental

in

September of

this year to in-

communication between the

Town, the University, landlords and
to attempt to deal with

chronic, long-standing problems re-

The

lated to rental housing.

is

not ehgible for any po-

programs because

it

does not

viewed the history of chronic complaints

surrounding rental housing,

unit,

of the

and discussed the possible

role

UNH administration in sup-

porting standards of off-campus be-

with regard to unofficial or unrec-

Gooze

ognized fraternity houses. Also dis-

Moore and

cussed were changes in rental hous-

Landlords' Association), Jay
Resident), Leila

(UNH) and

Heidi

student). John

Aber

chairs the

commission and Eric

Chinburg

is

vice-chair. ReguJar

meetings are held on the

ing

management which have

resident

imits

managers

to

many

fines for residents

havior results in a police

mission summarized

Town

of

its

Durham

larger

and rewriting of leases

impose

three meetings, the

oc-

curred, including the addition of

crease parental responsibility

last

Tuesday in each month.

to in-

and

whose be-

call.

com-

charge, re-

in

two

model

areas: the
lease,

development of a

and an information

Town

ordinances regarding rental hous-

Berton and Eric Chinburg (Durham
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Representative

and the number of residents per

tween the Town and the University

its first

Durham

including noise, cars and parking,

John Aber (Town Council), Paul

In

Rous,

packet highlighting major

ways of increasing cooperation be-

(UNH

- Walter

within the area of highest noise im-

are:

members of the commission

KendaU

management

lie

havior. This discussion included

Barbara Paiton

elected not to partic-

mendations.

funding for noise compatibil-

initial

(Town

and has

ipate in the land use

Rental Housing Commission

Durham
Housing
TheCommission
was formed

and

pact,

procedures proposed in the recom-

Durham

The Pease Develop-ment Authority

tenants,

until

was completed by the

tions"

crease

The FAA has

.

The commission has begun work

ing.

Both of these projects should

be finished by

made

May and

will

be

available to returning stu-

dents next

fall.

- John

Aber, Chair

Vital
For the Year Ending December 31, 1995
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Vital Statistics
Births

(cont.)

Date of Birth

Place of Birth

Name of Child

June 10

Dover

Phoebe Ann Lamont

Sex

Names of Parents

Rovert Davis Lamont

Lamont

Melissa Bolte

June

Portsmouth

1

Kaeli Helen

Stephen Thomas McPhee

McPhee

Pamela Jane McPhee

Dover

June 20

Liam Emmett Wiberg

M

Sven David Wiberg
Patricia

June 26

Exeter

Ian James Elmslie

M

Ann Wiberg

Bruce Truitt Elmslie

Karyn Alice Krause-Elmslie
Portsmouth

Julyl

Quinlan Francis Dwyer

M

Walter James Dwyer IV
Patti-Ann Marie Dwyer

Portsmouth

July 29

Daniel

Adams Novak

M

Mark Anthony Novak
Elizabeth

Portsmouth

August 10

Lillian

Jayne Clark

Jay

Ann Novak

Wikan Clark

Lisa Clark

Portsmouth

August 25

Abdoullah Houssaini Squalli

M

Mohammed

Houssaini SquaUi

Lamiae Benmakhlouf

Portsmouth

September 3

Timothy Alan

Alison Kate Pelczar

Pelczar

Paula Jo Pelczar

September 12

Portsmouth

Miles Leo Allen

M

Glenn Martin Allen
Elizabeth Jane Allen

Portsmouth

October 2

Maxton Emmor Hewitt

M

James Asa Hewitt
Elizabeth

October 9

Portsmouth

Phebe Tenbroeck Miner

October 12

Portsmouth

Jenny EUzabeth Mistretta

Ann

Hewitt

Daniel Gore Miner
Nancy Ann Miner

F

Keith William Mistretta

Joan Elizabeth Mistretta

Portsmouth

October 12

NeU William

Mistretta

M

Keith William Mistretta

Joan Elizabeth Mistretta

November
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19

Town

of

Portsmouth

Durham

Claire

Marie McCarthy

WilUam Joseph McCarthy
Mary Arlene McCarthy

Vital Statistics

Vital Statistics
Marriages

(com.)

Vital Statistics

Town
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1996
Warrant

Town of Durham
Election, Tuesday, March 12, 1996

T

o the inhabitants of the Town of Durham, the County of Strafford,

New

Hampshire.

You are hereby notified to meet at the Oyster River High School Cafetorium, Coe Drive, in said
Durham, New Hampshire, on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March 1996 (the polls will be open between
hours of 8:00 AM and 7:00 PM) to act upon the following subjects:

ARTICLE
To bring
(1)

in

your votes

1:

for three (3) Councilors (3-year terms),

Treasurer (3-year term), one (1) Trustee of the Trust
(6-year term)

Given under our hands and

seal this

and one

(1)

one

Fund

(1)

Tovni Clerk/Tax Collector (3-year term), one

(3-year term),

Bristol,

Chairman

Arthur Grant, Chairman Pro Tern

John Aber
Patricia Cline

William Healy,
Scott

Jr.

Hovey

George Rief
Walter Rous
Patricia

of

Durham

(1)

Supervisor of the Checklist

22 day of January in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-Six.

Ralph

Town

one

Moderator (2-year term).

Councilors of Durham:

70

the

Samuels

Agenda
1996 Informational Town Meeting
Wednesday, March

13,

1996

Oyster River High School Cafeteria
7:00 P.M.

I.

INTRODUCTION OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS BY TOWN MODERATOR
A.
B.

C.

II.

in 1996

REMARKS
A.
B.

III.

Members of the 1995 Town Council
Newly Elected Members to Town Council
Election Results of Other Town Officials

Comments by Town Council Chairman Ralph Bristol
Comments by Acting Town Administrator Joseph "Skip" Grady
1.

Presentation of Certificates

2.

Report on Various

Town

Activities

and

Projects

REPORTS BY CHAIRPERSONS OF COMMITTEES, COMMISSIONS AND BOARDS
A.

Conservation Commission

B.

Historic District

D.

Commission
Lamprey River Advisory Committee
Parks and Recreation Committee

E.

Planning Board

F.

Zoning Board of Adjustment

C.

IV.

OPEN DISCUSSION BETWEEN COUNCIL AND RESIDENTS ON

V.

OTHER BUSINESS

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

ISSUES

OF INTEREST

1995 Annual Report
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Resource
X JN h OHJVLAi lOrN
Land Area

(2.2 miles

of which

is

water surface)25.5 square miles

Population (based on 1990 census)

1

1,818

Durham's Congressional

District

Number

Town Tax Rate( Per
Town

$1,000 Assessed Valuation)

$34.35
$10.09

School

1732

Incorporated

Town of Durham Area

$21.62

County

1

$2.64

Net Assessed Valuation

$314,793,529

97%

Percentage of Valuation

Meeting Dates for Town Boards, Committees

& Commissions

(Notices are posted on the Bulletin Board outside the

Mondays of each month

Town Council

First

Conservation Commission

Second Thursday of each month

Historic District

Parks

&

Commission

Recreation Committee

Planning Board

Town

third

First

Thursday of each month

First

and

third Tuesdays of each

First

and

third

at 7:00

PM, Town

PM, Town

at 7:00

at 7:00

PM, Town

month

at 7:00

Wednesdays of each month

Second Tuesday of each month

Zoning Board of Adjustment

Town

and

at 7:30

Town

Hall.)

Hall

Hall

Hall

PM, Town

at 7:00

PM, Town

Hall

PM, Town

Hall

Hall

Office Functions:

Office

Monday through

Hours

Car Registration

Registration in
at

Town

Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

month of birth. Renewal

stickers

can be purchased

Clerk's Office for $2.50 per registration.

Car must be inspected within ten ( 1 0) days of first registration in
Hampshire. After that, inspection is done in the registrant's
birth month.

Car Inspection

New

Town

Driver's License

Application available at

Dog

Due May 1 st. Neutered Male/Spayed Female: $6.50. Unneutered
Male/Unspayed Female: $9.00.

Registration

Due December

Property Taxes

Water

& Sewer Billings

Issued every six

New voters can

Voter Registration

Town

1st
(6)

or thirty (30) days after date of issuance.

months.

register with the Supervisor

Clerk. Proof of age

Available through

Marriage Licenses

Clerk's Office.

Town

and

of the Checklist or the

citizenship are required.

Clerk's Office

Miscellaneous
Solid Waste

Located on

Management

Durham

Landfill Permits

8:00 a.m.

Facility

Point Road. Hours of operation: Tuesday and Saturday, 7:30 a.m-3:15 p.m.

and Bulky Waste Disposal Coupons may be obtained

and 12:00 noon and

1:00 p.m.

at the Public

and 5:00 p.m., Monday through

Friday.

Works Department, between

the hours of

868-1001

Fee Schedule for Landfill Permits

Permanent

residents: 1-year

permit

-

$5.00.

Temporary permit - $5.00 (non-transferable; not to exceed

a

30-day period).

Construction perm/f- $50.00 (not to exceed a 30-day period).

Tax Exemptions
For information regarding
tion, please contact the
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Town

of

elderly, veteran's, blind, solar energy,

Tax Assessor

Durham

at 868-5571.

and physically handicapped exemptions, or current use

taxa-

Telephone
Directory

Town of Durham Area
Emergency Numbers -

Emergency from 868 exchanges only

9-1-1

Emergency from other Town exchanges
Emergency from

NH 03801

Portsmouth,

Fire, Police/Rescue

868-1212

433-1667

Senator Judd Gregg
393 Russell Building, Washington,
Local: 99 Pease Blvd., Portsmouth,

UNH campus only

DC 20510
NH 03801

431-2171

*9-l-l

Emergency from other campus exchanges

862-1212

U.S. Representative (District 1)

Congressman William "Bill" Zeliff
1210 Longworth House Bldg., Washington,

General Business
Fire

868-5531

Local: Suite 28, 601 Spaulding Turnpike,

Police

868-2324

Portsmouth,

Ambulance

868-3674

Animal Control

868-2324

NH

DC 20515

03801

433-1601

Executive Councillor
Ruth Griffin

Room

Town

Offices

Town

dog Ucenses;
Public

Concord

Cleric/Tax Collector (voter

Works

Solid Waste

(landfill

NH

Home: 436-5272

03301

868-5577

Durham's Representative

868-5578

Senator Jeanne Shaheen
73 Perkins Road, Madbury

868-1001

FaciHty

Code Enforcement

Durham's

in the State Senate
Office:

NH 03824

State Representatives

Rep. Suzanne Loder-Dist. 8

Tax Assessor (property tax exemptions, abatements,
assessment information)
868-5571

Manager

868-5571

265 Mast Road,

868-5571

Durham

Office:

NH 03824

Amanda Merrill-Dist. 8
Meadow Road, Durham NH 03824

Office:
.

Rep. Deborah Merritt-Dist. 8

20 Cedar Point,

Oyster River School District
Superintendent of Schools

868-5100

Oyster River Elementary School

868-2 1 55

Way

Elementary Schoool

659-3001

Middle School

868-2820

High School

868-2375

Recreation
Larry Flint, Parks and Recreation Advocate

868-7880

Oyster River Youth Association

868-5150

The Honorable Stephen

208-214 State House, Concord
U.S.

271-2121

Merrill

NH 03301

Senators

Senator Robert "Bob" Smith
332 Diksen Building, Washington,
Local:

1

Harbor

Place, Suite 435,

DC 20510

NH 03824

Rep. Katherine Wheeler-Dist. 8
27 Mill Road, Durham NH 03824

Rep. Janet Wall-Dist. 9

RO. Box

28,

Durham

NH

.

.

Office:

271-3570

Home: 743-6397
Office:

271-2169

Home: 868-9633
Office:

03824

271-2136

Home: 868-2491

271-3184

Home: 749-3051

Other Commonly Used Numbers
Post Office

868-2151

Town/UNH Library
Historic Museum

862-1534

868-5436

Durham

868-2323

District

Greater Dover

Governor of New Hampshire

Durham

271-3369

Home: 868-7532

Rep.
8

Town Administrator

Mast

271-2117

Home: 749-3434

868-5578

(building permits)

Business

271-3632

registrations;

permits)

Management

Planning, Zoning and

and car

sewer payments)

tax, water, or

Office:

207, State House,

Court

Chamber of Commerce

(which serves Durham)

742-2218

NH

868-1095

Fish

and Game

Town of Durham
Bulk Rate

Newmarket Road
Durham, NH 03824
1

5

U.S. Postage

PAID
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Durham,
03824
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1
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